
Chapter2

Preliminaries

This chapter presents the theoretical foundations of the dissertation necessary to understand the sub-
sequent chapters. The chapter starts with an overview of the well-known state machine formalism
(see Section 2.1) serving as a theoretical basis in this work for defining and integrating state-based
components. Next, Section 2.2 introduces statecharts, the extension of the state machine formalism,
to lay the foundations for the high-level description of state-based behavior in the Gamma frame-
work. Section 2.3 presents two running examples used throughout this dissertation. Building on the
running examples, Section 2.4 overviews a low-level analysis formalism, called EXtended Symbolic
Transitions Systems (XSTS), which serves as an intermediate representation for reactive behavior and
its verification in the framework. Finally, Section 2.5 informally presents the composition modes that
we formalize and realize in our framework’s composition language.

2.1 State machines

Event-driven behavior is commonly defined on the basis of state machines. This section formally in-
troduces the theory of state machines – an abstract representation of reactive behavior that different
modeling aspects of this work builds on, including (1) the high-level statechart language for capturing
standalone component behavior (an extension of the state machine formalism) and (2) the composi-
tion language that considers an abstract state machine based view (abstract behavioral contract) of
components (see following paragraphs) during component integration.

State machines are a mathematical model of computation to describe the behavior of a reactive
system, component or object in an event-driven way [BC14]. Formally, a deterministic, fully specified
finite state machine is a 5-tuple: M = (S, s0, I, O, T ) where:

• S = {s1, s2, · · · , sn} is a finite set of states, i.e., stable situations of the state machine with
s0 ∈ S being the initial state.

• I is a finite set of input events that are stimuli from the environment and O is a finite set of
output events that are stimuli for the environment such that I ∩O = ∅.

• T : (I × S) → (S ×O) is the fully defined transition function that represents changes of states
in response to input events and generating output events meanwhile.

The behavior of a state machine, that is, the operational semantics of the formalism, is defined
by the maximal set of execution traces. An execution trace consists of a sequence of steps. A step
describes a change of state with an output event raised by the state machine in response to an input
event. Formally, an execution trace of a state machine can be described as follows:
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2. Preliminaries

• ρ = (i0, s0, s
′
0, o0), · · · , (in, sn, s′n, on) is an execution trace, which consists of one or more

steps: n ∈ N.
• (ii, si, s

′
i, oi) is a step, consisting of an input event ii ∈ I , a source state si ∈ S, a target state

s′i ∈ S and an output event oi ∈ O. A step is considered valid if T (i, si) = (s′i, oi).
• An execution trace ρ is considered valid if:

– s0 = s0, that is, the source state of the first step is the initial state;
– For each step (ii, si, s

′
i, oi), si = s′i−1, that is, the source state of a particular step is the

target state of the previous step.
A state s of the state machine is reachable if an execution trace ρ = (i0, s0, s

′
0, o0), · · · , (in, sn, s′n, on)

exists with s = s′n for some n.

2.2 Statecharts

There are various extensions to the state machine formalism that facilitate the compact modeling of
hierarchical and concurrent systems [HU90]. The most relevant one is statecharts [Har87], which
extends the state machine formalism’s concept of state and transition with

• auxiliary variables, i.e., the valuations of variables are included in the states of the statemachine;
• actions related to transitions and the entry/exit of states, which support variable handling on
the basis of imperative code constructs (e.g., if-else constructs, for loops and function calls);

• (potentially hierarchical) state refinement, i.e., states can contain one or more (orthogonal) re-
gions (composite states), each of which may contain additional states - during execution, an
active region shall have a single active state;

• composite transitions to synchronize orthogonal regions or describe different choices during
state changes; and

• memory to store the last active states (history) in a region.

Abstract syntax Figure 2.1 depicts an excerpt of the modeling elements and their possible inter-
relations (metamodel excerpt disregarding different types of triggers, expressions and pseudo states)
used to define statechart components in this work (see Section 3.2 for the statechart language of the
Gamma framework).

A statechart can contain variable declarations to store values of different types (e.g., boolean,
integer and enumeration) and timeout declarations to capture time lapse and generate events that
may trigger changes in the model.

Regarding hierarchy-related constructs, a statechart can contain one or more (orthogonal) top-
level regions (top regions) as root elements for “static” state node constructs in the model. State nodes
can either be states that represent stable “situations” in themodel, or pseudo states, e.g., fork, join,merge
and choice states or different entry nodes, which can be used to (de)compose transitions during state
changes. States may execute certain actions upon entering (entry action) or leaving (exit action) the
particular state, e.g., setting a timeout. In order to support the hierarchical decomposition of operation,
composite states can contain one or more (orthogonal) regions that can contain additional state nodes.
Each region has a single entry node, which defines the active state upon activation: in the case of an
(1) initial state, the single outgoing transition determines the active state; in addition, regions may
have (2) shallow or (3) deep history states that store/restore the last active state configuration upon
deactivation/activation – shallow history states consider states only in the contained region, whereas
deep history also considers the internal regions of contained composite states.
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2.2. Statecharts

Figure 2.1: Elements of statechart components used in this dissertation (statechart language meta-
model excerpt).

As for elements describing dynamic changes, events can be received via well-defined ports and as-
sociated to transitions as triggers, which describe atomic changes between stable states in the model.
The enabledness of transitions (in addition to triggering events) can be controlled by guard expressions
(boolean expressions); the effects of transitions can comprise event raisings, as well as variable and
timeout handling and potentially additional constructs, e.g., branching and function calls, in accor-
dance with the featured action language.

Complex transitions can be defined using pseudo states: join and fork states are used to syn-
chronize between orthogonal regions (simultaneous deactivation and activation of their states, re-
spectively), merge states syntactically merge incoming transitions with a single outgoing transition,
whereas choice states describe possible outcomes (distinct choices) based on boolean (guard) expres-
sions.

Concrete syntax Statechart models are generally represented graphically, even though some lan-
guages support their textual representation (e.g., the statechart language of Gamma, presented in
Section 3.2). In the following, we present the generally used graphical syntax of statecharts.

Event, parameter, timeout and variable declarations are represented using a textual syntax, declar-
ing their names (identifiers) and types.

Regions (both top regions of statecharts and regions contained by states) are graphically repre-
sented by coherent areas with dashed lines as delimiters. States are represented by rounded rectan-
gles, their entry and exit actions are defined using a textual syntax according to the supported action
language inside the corresponding rectangle after the entry and exit keywords and a slash symbol,
respectively. Initial states are represented by black circles, whereas history states are represented by a
circle with a H or H* label inside (shallow history and deep history, respectively).
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Transitions are represented by arrows, connecting the source and target state nodes, with labels
representing the trigger (name of the triggering event), the guard expression inside square brackets
and effects (statements according to the featured action language) after a slash symbol.

Regarding complex transition related pseudo nodes, fork and join states are represented as rect-
angles, merge states are represented as circles and choices states are represented as diamonds.

Semantics Subsequent sections (see Sections 3.2 and 3.4) propose contributions closely related to
the semantics of statecharts. Therefore, in the following, we overview the operational semantics of
UML/SysML statecharts in a structured, semi-formal way, which can be considered as the de facto
standard for statechart semantics. Note that there exist several formalizations of the operational se-
mantics of statecharts, e.g., [Czi+17; Pin07]; accordingly, giving a formal operational semantics to our
framework’s statechart language is out of the scope of this work. Instead, we aim at giving a deno-
tational semantics for statecharts by means of model transformations in Section 3.4, which build on
the semantics-related rules presented below and, as a novelty, also extend them by proposing cus-
tomizable semantic variation points (denoted by SVP-* below to facilitate their later identification) to
various model elements. The model transformations build on the XSTS formalism, necessitating the
introduction of the extensions in the formalism to support high-level statechart models. In particu-
lar, the model transformations allow for the description of statechart behavior on the basis of XSTS
models, and this way, capture the low-level state machine behavior (steps and execution traces, see
Section 2.1) via the STS mapping (see Section 2.4).

In order to describe the operational semantics of statecharts, in addition to the state machine
whose behavior is described by the statechart, we consider a “runtime environment” that comprises
an event queue that stores incoming events, and a scheduler that retrieves events from the queue and
passes them to the state machine. In general, the operational semantics defines the behavior of the
state machine when it processes an event, i.e., a single step of the state machine that comprises the
firing of enabled transitions. The basic properties of the semantics are as follows:

• Events are processed one by one, i.e., the scheduler passes a new event only if the previous event
has been completely processed.

• A complete processing of events is conducted (run to completion): a maximal set of (noncon-
flicting) transitions fires, i.e., every enabled transition fires unless prevented by a conflict. The
next event is passed only after every firing has completed.

Based on the above properties, the four phases of event processing are as follows.

Phase 1 In the first phase, the scheduler retrieves an event from the event queue and passes it to
the state machine, which is followed by the evaluation of the transitions’ enabledness of the state
machine: a transition is enabled, if

• its source state is active,
• the passed event triggers the transition, and
• the guard condition evaluates to true (SVP-1).

Based on the number of enabled transitions, the event processing can continue in one of the following
ways: in case (1) no transition is enabled, then the step finishes and a new event is processed; (2) one
transition is enabled, then this transition is fired (see Phase 3); (3) multiple transitions are enabled, a
set of firing transitions has to be selected based on conflict and conflict-resolution (see Phase 2); after
that, a maximal set of nonconflicting transitions fires.
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2.3. Running examples

Phase 2 Two transitions are conflicting if the sets of states (including the child states of composite
states) that they leave are not disjoint. Conflicts are resolved based on priority: the priority of a tran-
sition is higher if its source state is lower in the refinement hierarchy (SVP-2). At the same hierarchy
level (i.e., for states leaving the same state), conflict-resolution is conducted nondeterministically, i.e.,
one transition is selected (SVP-3).

Phase 3 Next, the selected (nonconflicting) transitions fire in a nondeterministic order (SVP-4).
Note that, as a result, the order of the action’s execution is also nondeterministic. A single transition
is fired in the following way:

1. The source states are exited, starting from the lower hierarchies first, while executing their exit
actions.

2. The effects (actions) of the transition are executed.
3. The target states are entered, starting from the higher hierarchies first, while executing their

entry actions.

Phase 4 As a last step, a new stable state configuration is entered according to the target state(s) of
the firing transition(s):

• If the target state is simple (not composite), then it will be part of the new configuration (will be
activated), while its parent states (in which it is a child state) will also be activated. Activated
parent states will activate a child state in each of their regions in a nondeterministic order
(SVP-4) determined by the initial state.

• If the target state has a single region, then a single child state will be activated.
• If the target state has multiple orthogonal regions, then a single child state will be activated
in each region in a nondeterministic order (SVP-4 – same SVP as above as both rules target
orthogonal regions).

• If the target is a history state, then the most recent state configuration is restored considering
only a single hierarchy level (shallow history) or also every contained region (deep history). At
the first activation of the region, the default state is activated.

• If the target state is a pseudo state, then one of its outgoing transitions is fired by iterating
Phases 1-4.

2.3 Running examples

The following paragraphs introduce a model from the aerospace domain (simple space mission), a
simplified elevator system and a railway interlocking subsystem which we use as running examples in
the rest of the dissertation to demonstrate the applicability of our framework’s modeling languages
and functionalities in the context of composite state-based models.

Simple space mission The simple space missionmodel was originally proposed by NASA based on
SysML in the context of the OpenMBEE1 framework. Previously, we used the model in the context of
a case study in [j1] where we investigated how SysMLmodels comprising hierarchical state machines
and activity diagrams can be mapped into the statechart and composition languages of the Gamma
framework to capture communication between a spacecraft and a ground station component.2 The

1https://www.openmbee.org/
2The initial SysML models can be found at: https://github.com/Open-MBEE/OMGSpecifications.
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2. Preliminaries

Figure 2.2: Spacecraft component of the simple space mission.

emergent spacecraft and ground station statechart models are visualized in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, respec-
tively. Figure 2.4 shows an abstract version of the spacecraft component to allow for the simpler and
more concise demonstration of modeling elements and features in subsequent sections.

The modeled system operates as follows. The ground station receives control events from its en-
vironment (start and shutdown) via its control port, and can ping the spacecraft (ping event) to initiate
incoming data transmission. The component has several timeouts to handle the absence of incoming
events. The spacecraft starts the data transmission upon the reception of a ping event, transmitting

Figure 2.3: Ground station component of the simple space mission.
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Figure 2.4: Abstract version of the spacecraft component model in the simple space mission.

data in packets via the connection port (variable data stores the number of remaining packets). Data
transmission for the spacecraft requires energy, denoted by the battery variable. If the battery goes too
low, the spacecraft enters a recharging state where energy is restored. Similarly to the ground station,
the spacecraft has timeouts to measure time lapse and handle idleness.

Elevator system The simplified elevator system consists of two state-based components first pre-
sented in [SP10]. The components of the system are modeled in Yakindu (see Figure 2.5), comprising
a cabin controller that, in addition to an idle state, can initiate the movement of the elevator cabin up
and down in accordance with external commands (Cabin.up and Cabin.down events) and control the
cabin door controller to open or close (Door.open and Door.close events) the cabin door.

Railway interlocking subsystem The railway interlocking subsystem (RIS) model (depicted in Fig-
ure 2.6) altogether consists of 38 states, 118 transitions and 23 variables (including timeout declara-

Figure 2.5: Cabin controller and cabin door controller models of the elevator system.
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Control center Object handlerDispatcher

Figure 2.6: Railway interlocking subystem (RIS) topology.

tions) and represents the realization of an industrial communication protocol (called Rigel) used in
interlocking systems. It comprises three components defined in the proprietary XSML language (inte-
grated [e16] to the Gamma framework), namely controlCenter, dispatcher and objectHandler. The com-
ponents are executed sequentially, and communicate with their messages stored in message queues;
the controlCenter and objectHandler can communicate only via the dispatcher. For additional details,
we direct the reader to [e16].

2.4 EXtended Symbolic Transition Systems

The symbolic transition systems (STS) formalism [HM00] is a commonly used low-level representation,
e.g., for hardware model checking. As a main feature, STS models consist of two Satisfiability Modulo
Theories (SMT) [BT18] formulas that describe the set of initial states and the transition relation. As
STS serves as a foundation for our intermediate formalism to capture reactive behavior in the Gamma
framework, we present its formal definition in the following paragraphs.

Symbolic transition system A symbolic transition system is a tuple STS = (V, T, I) where:
• V = {v1, · · · , vn} is the set of variables with domains Dv1 , · · · , Dvn .
• T is the transition formula over V ∪V ′ that describes the transition relation between the values
of variables corresponding to the current state v ∈ V and the next state v′ ∈ V ′. The result of
the iterative application of T on V is denoted by V (i) where i denotes the number of iterations.
Accordingly, V = V (0) and V ′ = V (1).

• I is the initial state formula over V that describes the values of the variables in the initial states.
A concrete state s ∈ S ⊆ Dv1 × · · · × Dvn is an interpretation that assigns a value s(v) ∈ Dv

to each variable v ∈ V of its domain Dv . A concrete state can also be regarded as a tuple of values
s(v1), · · · , s(vn). A state with an index s(i) assigns values to the elements of V (i). Given an SMT
formula ϕ let s |= ϕ denote that assigning the variables in ϕ with the values in s evaluates to true.

The set of initial states is {s | s |= I}. A transition exists between two states s and s′ if (s, s′) |= T .
The behavior of a symbolic transition system, that is, the operational semantics of the formalism,

is defined by the maximal set of concrete paths. A concrete path is a finite sequence of concrete states
σ = s0, s1, · · · , sn, for which {s0 |= I} and (s

(1)
1 , · · · , s(n)n ) |=

∧
0≤i<n T

(i), where T (i) denotes the
transition formula over V (i) ∪ V (i+1) i.e., the path starts in an initial state, and the successor states
satisfy the transition relation. A concrete state s is reachable if a path σ = s1, · · · , sn exists with
s = sn for some n.

Interrelations with state machines Note that the STS formalism is expressive enough to cap-
ture behaviors modeled by a state machine:

• The state machine’s set of states S is represented by a vs variable (corresponding to the ac-
tive state during execution); S = Dvs = {ls1 , · · · , lsn} where si is represented by literal lsi ;
accordingly, initial state s0 is represented by ls0 .
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2.4. EXtended Symbolic Transition Systems

• The state machine’s set of input and output events I and O are represented by variable sets VI

and VO , respectively, such that VI ∩ VO = ∅ and ∀v ∈ VI ∪ VO : Dv = {⊥,⊤}, i.e., each input
i and output event o is represented by boolean variables vi and vo, respectively.

• The state machine’s fully defined transition function T is represented by the transition formula
(VI ∪ vs) ∪ (v′s ∪ V ′

O) that describes the transition relation between the values of variables
corresponding to the input event vi ∈ VI and source state vs, as well as the target state v′s and
output event v′o ∈ V ′

O .
Regarding execution, a step (i, s, s′, o) of an execution trace is represented by an SMT formula of

the concrete path (vi∧vs = ls∧∀v ∈ (VI \{vi}) : ¬v)∧(v′s′ = ls′∧v′o∧∀v′ ∈ (VO\{v′o}) : ¬v′). The
initial state of the state machine is represented by the I SMT formula vs = ls0 ∧ ∀v ∈ VI ∪ VO : ¬v.

EXtended Symbolic Transition Systems The EXtended Symbolic Transition Systems3 (XSTS) is
intended to serve as a formal intermediate representation for verifying reactive systems. The language
offers an imperative layer (set of control structures) above the SMT formulas of STS models, enabling
(1) the efficient transformation of high-level design models into XSTS, (2) the mapping of XSTS into
the input languages of various model checker back-ends, such as UPPAAL or Spin, while (3) being
expressible as SMT formulas using STS constructs and thus, verifiable by SMT-based model checkers
such as Theta. The mapping of XSTS elements into STS formulas is described in Appendix A.

We introduce the elements of the XSTS language in Figure 2.7 based on the abstract example
spacecraft statechart model depicted in Figure 2.4. Note that the example XSTS model, besides the be-
havior of the spacecraft component that features message queue based communication, also includes
the explicit description of its environment in a separate transition, i.e., the handling of variables corre-
sponding to input events and their parameters before considering themodel behavior (seeTransitions
paragraph below).

Type declarations The textual representation of an XSTSmodel (see Figure 2.7) begins with custom
type declarations (type keyword), which are similar to enum types in programming languages. For
instance, the literals of a type declaration can be used to represent the states of a region in a statechart.

Variable declarations Type declarations are followed by global variable declarations (var key-
word) with integer, boolean, and the previously discussed custom types (see the set of variables V
in the STS definition). The language also supports array types, which are mathematical SMT arrays,
similar to the map data structure of programming languages (see Line 12). Variable declarations can
optionally contain an initial value (Line 8). Variables annotated with the ctrl keyword (Lines 6-7) are
control variables, indicating that these variables contain control information, which can be exploited
during verification, e.g., in Theta when using different abstraction algorithms.

Transitions Model behavior and the behavior of the environment (needed to allow for formal ver-
ification) are defined by three transitions. The init transition (Lines 48-50) can be used to initialize the
model (initial state formula I of an STS). The model’s internal behavior is described by the trans tran-
sition (Lines 14-47), while the behavior of the model’s environment is described by the env transition
(Lines 51-61); these transitions can be considered as the sequential decomposition of the transition
formula T of an STS. In our example, the init transition sets the component’s initial state, while the
env transition places a random event (more precisely, its identifier) in its message queue, which is
popped by the trans transition and processed in both regions of the component.

3The formalism is the result of joint work with Vince Molnár and Milán Mondok.
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� �
1 type Status : { TRANSMIT, ... }

2 type Communication : { _Inactive_, WaitingPing, Transmitting }

3 type Battery : { _Inactive_, Recharging, NotRecharging }

4 var ping : boolean = false

5 var ping_types : Status = TRANSMIT

6 ctrl var _communication : Communication = _Inactive_

7 ctrl var _battery : Battery = _Inactive_

8 var battery : integer = 0

9 var recharge, transmit, consume : clock

10 // Message queue related variables

11 var size : integer

12 var eventQueue : [integer] -> integer

13 var argumentQueue : [integer] -> Status

14 trans {

15 if (size > 0) {

16 local var id : integer := eventQueue[0];

17 eventQueue[0] := 0; // Event pop

18 if (id == 1) {

19 ping := true;

20 ping_types := argumentQueue[0];

21 argumentQueue[0] := 0; // Argument pop

22 } ... // Potentially other eventIds

23 size := size - 1; ... // Output event clearing

24 par {

25 if (_communication == WaitingPing && ping && ping_types == TRANSMIT) {

26 _communication := Transmitting;

27 } else if (...) {...} // Second transition

28 else if (_communication == Transmitting && 1500 <= transmit) {

29 _communication := WaitingPing;

30 for i from 0 to 7 do { data[i] := 0; }

31 }

32 } and {

33 choice {

34 assume (_battery == NotRecharging && 1000 <= consume && battery < 80);

35 _battery := Recharging;

36 recharge := 0;

37 } or {... // Second transition

38 assume (_battery == Recharging && 1000 <= recharge && battery < 100);

39 battery := battery + 1;

40 } or {

41 assume (_battery == Recharging && 10000 <= recharge && battery == 100);

42 _battery := NotRecharging;

43 } or {

44 assume !(...); // Else branch

45 }

46 } ... // Input event clearing

47 } }

48 init { ... // Variable initializations

49 _communication := WaitingPing; // Initial sates

50 _battery := NotRecharging; ... } // Entry actions

51 env {

52 if (size <= 0) {

53 local var eventId : integer;

54 havoc eventId;

55 if (0 < eventId && eventId <= 1) {

56 eventQueue[size] := eventId;

57 local var argument : Status;

58 havoc argument;

59 argumentQueue[size] := argument;

60 size := size + 1;

61 } } }� �
Figure 2.7: XSTS representation of the spacecraft component of Figure 2.4 with additional elements
capturing message queue based communication and its nondeterministic environment.
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Basic statements The detailed behavior of transitions is captured via statements.Assign statements
(see Line 19) assign a value of its domain to a single variable.Assume statements (Line 34) act as guards;
they can be executed only if their condition holds. Havoc statements assign a nondeterministically
selected value of its domain to a variable (Line 54). Local variable declarations can be used to create
transient variables that are accessible only in the scope they were created in and are not part of the
model’s state vector (Line 53).

Composite statements Composite statements contain other statements (operands), and can be
used to describe complex control structures. Sequences are lists of statements that are executed sequen-
tially; each statement of the sequence operates on the result of the previous statement. Choice state-
ments (see Line 33) model nondeterministic choices between multiple statements; only one branch is
selected for execution, which cannot contain failing assumptions, i.e., if every branch contains failing
assumptions, then the choice statement also fails. Parallel statements support the parallel execution
of the operands (see Lines 24-46). If-else statements are deterministic choices based on a condition
(see Lines 25-31) with an optional else branch. The language also supports deterministic for loops over
ranges (see Line 30).

As syntactic sugar, the language supports unordered and orthogonal statements (unord and ort
keywords, respectively). Unordered statements define the execution of operands in a nondeterminis-
tic way; note that such statements can be mapped into choice statements with sequences as operands,
containing the operands of the unordered statement in every possible permutation. In turn, orthogo-
nal statements define the “independent” execution of their operands, i.e., when the potential effects
(assign and havoc statements) of an operand do not affect the execution of the sibling operands. Such
a behavior procures a constraint on the operands: they shall not write the same (global) variable. Note
that orthogonal statements can be mapped into (1) a set of local variables that hold the values of the
variables read by the operands (initialized at the beginning of the orthogonal statement) and (2) a
sequence of the contained operands while changing the variable read references to the corresponding
created local variables.

Semantics The behavior of an XSTS model, that is, the semantics of the formalism, is defined by
mapping its structures into the STS formalism (see Appendix A for the mapping of statements). Re-
garding transitions, the init transition corresponds to the initial state formula I of STS, whereas the
sequential composition of the env and trans transitions corresponds to the T transition formula of
STS. Accordingly, regarding their execution order, the init transition is executed first (entering the
initial state), after which the env and trans transitions alternate (generating successor states). The
transitions are atomic in the sense that they are either executed in their entirety or not at all (recall
the semantics of assume statements).

2.5 Composite reactive modeling

The systematic integration of state-based components (see Section 2.1) requires precise composition
modes, which define the characteristics of their execution and interaction. Section 2.5.1 outlines the
features of the asynchronous-reactive and scheduled asynchronous-reactive modes for asynchronous
systems, and Section 2.5.2 overviews the synchronous-reactive and cascade modes for synchronous
systems, which we support in our framework’s composition language. Accordingly, the syntax and
precise semantics of the language is presented in Section 3.3. The characteristics of the composition
modes are illustrated graphically in Figures 2.8 and 2.9.
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Component 3Component 1 Component 2
Component 3Component 1 Component 2

Figure 2.8: Sequence diagrams illustrating the execution and communication characteristics of the
asynchronous-reactive and scheduled asynchronous-reactive composition modes, respectively.

Component 3Component 1 Component 2
Component 3Component 1 Component 2

Figure 2.9: Sequence diagrams illustrating the execution and communication characteristics of the
synchronous-reactive and cascade composition modes, respectively.

2.5.1 Asynchronous systems

In asynchronous systems [LP95], components represent concurrent entities that communicate with
each other using message queues. Writing to a queue succeeds instantly, whereas reading from an
empty queue blocks the reader (nonblocking-write, blocking-read approach). Message delivery is as-
sumed to be reliable and thus, the sender does not receive nor expect any confirmation (send and
forget approach). Messages arrive in the target message queue in the same order they were sent.4 A
read operation always retrieves a single message from the queue. As an extension, prioritized queues
can be introduced to reorder the incoming messages and prefer the urgent ones in the read operation.

Asynchronous-reactive The asynchronous-reactive mode describes continuously and parallelly
running components that react to events (messages) independently. This way, the execution frequency
of system components is nondeterministic, but may be restricted with timing constraints. As an ex-
ample, distributed controllers are most naturally modeled with this semantics, as different hardware
and network topologies will most probably cause a different execution/delivery time in every case. In
this context, synchronization of the components has to be ensured by communication protocols.

Scheduled asynchronous-reactive The scheduled asynchronous-reactive mode is the variant of
the asynchronous-reactive mode that is restricted in terms of component execution: components are

4These guarantees shall be achieved by proper control over the network and the appropriate protocols, which are
considered as middleware that is not taken into account in the semantics. If this is not the case, other (unreliable) channel
models can be considered by explicitly modeling the channel as a component for verification purposes.
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executed sequentially, but they still communicate with immutable messages stored in message queues.
This variant is suitable for the deterministic (sequential) execution of components with serialized
(one by one) event processing, e.g., to avoid reacting to multiple events at the same time (in the
same execution cycle; see Section 2.5.2). This mode can be suitable for modeling the integration of
independent components whose execution and communication are driven by a central controller, e.g.,
control token in a local network.

2.5.2 Synchronous systems

The synchronous domain has a notion of logical time and follows the semantics of synchronous pro-
gramming languages [BB91; Hal+91; EL03]. In such systems, components communicate with each
other using signals, which are transmitted and received through ports. The execution of components
is driven by a clock that emits ticks. System components are executed in response to these ticks, the
execution of all components in a system is called a cycle. When a component is executed, it samples
the signals from its incoming ports and transmits signals through its outgoing ports. Generally, com-
ponents can be considered as functions mapping values from their incoming ports to their outgoing
ports depending on their current state. The output signals of components are sustained until the next
tick. As the input signals are sampled only at the beginning of execution, changes of signals during
the executions are ignored. Contrary to the asynchronous domain, the components are also able to
react to the absence of signals and even to a combination of signals.

Synchronous-reactive The synchronous-reactive mode describes components that are executed
in a lock step fashion upon every tick, that is, they all sample their input signals at the beginning of the
cycle and process them concurrently. Thus, communication between components during a single cycle
is not possible, receiver components can process transmitted signals only in the next cycle (initiated
by the subsequent tick). For example, logical functions of a controller may communicate like this, as
the program running them has sufficient control to implement an explicit scheduling. Other cases,
such as implementations in hardware or as PLC programs also call for this variant.

Cascade The cascade model supports the execution of components in a linear way (one after an-
other in a specific order during a cycle) in contrast to the concurrent, lock step execution of compo-
nents of synchronous-reactive models. The execution of a cycle is also initiated by a tick; however,
components sample their input signals right before they are executed and not at the beginning of the
cycle, enabling communication between components during a cycle in a feed-forward way. In addi-
tion, repeated execution of components during a single cycle is supported. For example, a single logical
controller may implement filters on its inputs and outputs, inducing an execution order. Pipeline-like
software or hardware implementations are best modeled with this variant.
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Chapter3

Mixed-semantic composition and

verification of reactive components

Statecharts [Har87] are an expressive and widely used modeling formalism to model the dynamic
behavior of reactive components, i.e., components that process external stimuli and react to them ac-
cording to their internal states. However, there exist several statechart language variants that support
slightly different operational semantics for the samemodel elements, e.g., the execution of orthogonal
regions. Accordingly, different tools and environments may interpret the same statechart models dif-
ferently (considering different operational semantics), hindering information exchange and opening
the way for inconsistencies in the system design.

In order to mitigate the design of complex reactive systems, different platform- or component-
based design techniques [Nuz+15] can be applied by means of the hierarchical integration of stan-
dalone components. Nevertheless, existent modeling standards poorly support the integration (com-
position) of components while considering semantic constraints, especially if different execution and
interaction semantics have to be employed at different integration levels of the system. For instance, a
hardware-related controller may be decomposed into several subcomponents executed concurrently
that communicate synchronously via signals (e.g., on a microcontroller’s bus), whereas the emergent
controller component is integrated into a distributed system where components run in parallel and
interact with queued messages. Thus, the design and verification of the composite system necessitate
precise modeling languages both at component level and integration level.

The goal of this chapter is to provide a common foundation for the component-based design and
formal verification of reactive systems in the form of a configurable and extensible modeling frame-
work. Accordingly, the chapter presents the Gamma Statechart Composition Framework. The frame-
work provides a configurable statechart language with semantic variation points to capture various
dynamic behaviors (statechart variants) based on the same set of model elements. It also supports
mixed-semantic hierarchical integration of heterogeneous statechart components based on different
execution and interaction modes (synchronous and asynchronous semantics) based on a composition
language. The automated formal verification of the created functional design models are realized by
semantic-preserving model transformations into the input languages of hidden model checker tools
and the verification results are automatically back-annotated to the source models.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 gives an overview of the Gamma State-
chart Composition Framework, which serves as a common foundation for the results presented in this
dissertation. Section 3.2 presents the framework’s statechart language, focusing on the supported se-
mantic variation points of statecharts. Section 3.3 formally presents the composition modes of the
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framework’s composition language. Section 3.4 introduces the model transformations that map the
high-level composition and statechart models into low-level analysis models to support their formal
verification. Section 3.5 presents the component integration and formal verification workflow in the
Gamma framework, which incorporates the modeling languages and verification functionalities pre-
sented in the previous sections and thus, enables model checking of integrated state-based models as
a reusable functionality. Section 3.6 presents a case study with the framework. Section 3.7 presents
related work. Finally, Section 3.8 closes the chapter with concluding remarks and outlines potential
directions for future work.

3.1 Gamma Statechart Composition Framework

The Gamma Statechart Composition Framework is our open source integrated tool suite that supports
model-based design, validation, formal verification and code generation for component-based reactive
systems. It has been developed at the Critical Systems Research Group since 2016. Its goal is to provide
a common but extensible foundation for the component-based development of composite reactive
systems. Accordingly, its elements and extensions are defined by the contributions presented in this,
and subsequent chapters (Chapters 4 and 5). As a general overview of the framework, Figure 3.1
depicts its model transformation chains, the input and output models of these model transformations,
as well as the languages in which they can be defined, and the relations between these models.

Statechart language The Gamma Statechart Language (GSL – also referred to as the framework’s
statechart language) is a UML/SysML-based modeling language that supports the definition of (from
a composition point of view) atomic components in the form of statecharts. The language plays a
central role in supporting the design of components in a flexible way as it enables the import of
component models (so-called engineering models) from integrated modeling tools (modeling front-
ends), e.g., Yakindu, MagicDraw or SCXML; thus, it can also be regarded as a common formalism
into which external models can be transformed. GSL features a textual syntax, as well as a powerful
action language and semantic variation points that specify and enable the configuration of different
semantics for model elements (see Section 3.2).

Composition language Composite components can be created by composing atomic components
and other composite components based on well-defined interfaces using the textual Gamma Com-
position Language (GCL – also referred to as the framework’s composition language). Components
communicate with events via well-defined ports, which can be connected in a composite component
using channels. In addition, port bindings can be used to map the ports of a composite component
to the ports of contained components (component instances). As a special feature, the language sup-
ports different composition modes (see Section 2.5 for their informal introduction and Section 3.3 for
formalization) to control the execution and interaction of contained components.

To put these modeling languages into context and highlight the motivations for their design and
formal semantics, below we summarize the automated functionalities provided by the framework.

Model validation Validation of models takes place at the level of atomic components as well as at
integration level by evaluating well-formedness constraints. Altogether, around 240 well-formedness
constraints are supported that describe, e.g., nondeterminism between transitions in the statecharts,
the checking of model imports, port bindings, values bound to parameters of components, channel
constructions, as well as event references in message queues in asynchronous models.
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Figure 3.1: Model transformation chains and languages of the framework. Rectangles represent mod-
els: solid border represents an atomic model, whereas dashed border represents a composite model.
Dotted rectangles represent a set of models belonging together to fulfill a more general purpose. Rect-
angles with moderately rounded corners represent languages. Rectangles with extensively rounded
corners represent functionalities related to the usability of the language. Solid lines without a base
symbol represent model transformations. Solid lines with a diamond symbol represent model compo-
sition. Dashed lines represent data transformation between the source and target models.

Code generation Once the entire system is modeled as a composition of statechart-based compo-
nents, the framework can generate implementation for standalone statecharts, as well as composition
code that wraps and connects (based on port bindings and channels) the existing (autogenerated)
source code of atomic components based on well-defined interfaces. Accordingly, external code gen-
erators (e.g., Yakindu) for statechart components can be integrated by implementing a plugin for the
code generator that wraps the external code behind the interfaces generated by Gamma. Currently,
the framework supports the generation of Java code [Gra18].

In order to support the step-by-step simulation of component implementations in a type- and
interface-independent way, the framework supports a reflective API via which the encapsulated ob-
jects and functionalities of the component implementations can be accessed using string parameters.
The functions of the API are summarized in Table 3.1 The API supports the input of scheduling calls
and input events from the environment in addition to retrieving raised output events, variable values
and state configurations of the underlying implementations to show internal state. For the flexible and
precise simulation of time, a virtual timer implementation supporting multiple interfaces is generated.
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3. Mixed-semantic composition and verification of reactive components

Table 3.1: Functions of the reflective API for component implementations and their support in terms
of component type; atomic statechart components (AS), composite components (CC) or both (BC).

API function (ReflectiveInterface) Support
String[] getPortNames() BC
String[] getInputEventNames(String portName) BC
String[] getOutputEventNames(String portName) BC
String[] getParameterNames(String portName, String eventName) BC
String[] getContainedComponentNames() CC
String[] getRegionNames() AS
String[] getStateNames(String regionName) AS
String[] getVariableNames() AS
boolean isEventRaised(String portName, String eventName) BC
Object getParameterValue(String portName, String eventName, String parameterName) BC
ReflectiveInterface getContainedComponent() CC
Object getVariableValue(String variableName) AS
boolean isStateActive(String regionName, String stateName) AS
void reset() BC
void schedule() BC
void raiseEvent(String portName, String eventName, Object[] arguments) BC

Formal verification Formal verification of composite models is provided by model checking
[Cla+18], a technique that explores the behavior of the givenmodel exhaustively with respect to prop-
erties specified in mathematical logic (e.g., to check that unsafe states are not reachable). In order to
assist engineers, the framework hides the inherent complexity of formal verification by (1) offering
a pattern-based approach to specify the required properties [DAC99], (2) using automated semantic-
preservingmodel transformations via the XSTS formalism to the analysis models and queries of verifi-
cation back-end tools, e.g., UPPAAL, Theta and Spin, and (3) back-annotating [Heg+10] the execution
traces retrieved by the model checker (i.e., witnesses or counterexamples for the checked properties)
to the composite model to aid their interpretation.

3.2 GSL and its semantic variation points

The Gamma Statechart Language (GSL) serves as a common representation language for component
statecharts and supports different semantic variation points (statechart semantics) by means of anno-
tations. As abstract syntax of GSL, the model elements and their possible interrelations (which are
based on the elements of UML/SysML statecharts) are given by the metamodel in Figure 2.1. The
concrete syntax of the language is presented in Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.5 as grammar rules, and
illustrated in Figure 3.2, which describes the spacecraft component of Figure 2.4 in GSL.

GSL, like every modeling language in Gamma, organizes models into packages and supports their
import using a relative path, e.g., interfaces, serving as realizable communicational contracts in the
form of ports (see details in Section 3.3), constant declarations and user-defined types (enumerations
and records). The language features variable declarations of type boolean, integer, double and custom
type (enumeration) which can be organized into records and arrays, as well as timeout declarations.
Regarding the description of hierarchy-based behavior, the language supports (orthogonal) regions
with (potentially hierarchical) states, as well as fork, join, choice and merge states (pseudo sates) to
support defining composite transitions.
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Table 3.2: Textual concrete syntax of GSL statecharts.

Model element Syntax rule

Package
’package’ ID
Import
Statechart*

Import ’import’ STRING

Statechart

StatechartAnnotation* // Sets semantic variation points (SVP-*)
’statechart’ ID ’(’ ParameterDeclaration* ’)’ ’[’ Port* ’]’ ’{’
VariableDeclaration*
TimeoutDeclaration*
Region*
Transition*
’}’

ParameterDeclaration ID ’:’ Type
Port ’port’ (’requires’ | ’provides’) ID // Interface reference
VariableDeclaration VariableDeclarationAnnotation* ’var’ ID ’:’ Type (’=’ Expression)?
VariableDeclarationAnnotation ’@Resettable’ | ’@Transient’
TimeoutDeclaration ’timeout’ ID (’,’ ID)*

Region
’region’ ID ’{’
StateNode*
’}’

StateNode State | PseudoState

State

StateAnnotation // Supports language extensions: see Section 4.3
’state’ ID ’{’
(’entry’ ’/’ Action+)?
(’exit’ ’/’ Action+)?
Region*
’}’

PseudoState ’initial’ ID | ’shallow history ID | ’deep history’ ID | ’choice’ ID |
’merge’ ID | ’fork’ ID | ’join’ ID

Transition (’@(’ ID ’)’ /* Transition id */ )? ’transition’ (’(’ Expression // Priority ’)’)?
’from’ ID ’to’ ID /* StateNodes */ ’when’ Trigger (’[’ Expression ’]’)? (’/’ Action*)?

Type SimpleType | ArrayType
SimpleType ’boolean’ | ’integer’ | ’double’ | ID // Enumeration or record reference
ArrayType Type ’[’ Expression ’]’ // Capacity

In order to facilitate the flexible handling of event parameters, the language supports transient
(default) and persistent events (see Table 3.3). In the former case, the parameter values of a received
event are stored only for a single execution cycle (step); after that, the values are reset and cannot be
retrieved in the following cycles. In the latter case, the parameter values are stored indefinitely until
the parameter of a new received event overwrites them.

In order to support verification, the language features resettable and transient variables by means
of annotations. Resettable variables are reset to the default value of their type at the beginning of the
execution of the statechart component, which is useful to limit the validity of a variable value to a sin-
gle execution cycle (step). Transient variables are reset to the default value of their type at the end of
the execution of the statechart component (before entering a permanent system state), which is use-
ful in the case of (temporary) auxiliary variables holding no information in permanent states. These
options can be set using the@Resettable and@Transient variable annotations either manually (by the
user) in the GSL model or by specific (pre)processing steps (see Section 3.5.2). Note that, contrary to
event parameters where the transient and persistent settings affect the handling and availability of
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Table 3.3: Textual concrete syntax of custom type, record, interface and event declarations.

Model element Syntax rule
CustomTypeDeclaration ’type’ ID ’:’ ’enum’ ’{’ ID* /* Literals */ ’}’
RecordTypeDeclaration ’record’ ID ’:’ ’record’ ’{’ (ID ’:’ Type)* /* Fields */ ’}’

InterfaceDeclaration
’interface’ ID (’extends’ Interface*)? ’{’
EventDeclaration*
’}’

EventDeclaration (’transient’ | ’persistent’)? (’in’ | ’out’ | ’inout’ | ’internal’)
’event’ ID (’(’ ParameterDeclaration* ’)’)?

parameter values via the component’s public interface (ports) and thus, inter-component communi-
cation, these options are set using annotations, highlighting them as an additional, useful feature in
the language targeting internal variables to reduce the state space of components and facilitate formal
verification.

GSL features a powerful action language that can be utilized to handle variables in the effects
of transitions, as well as entry and exit events of states (see Table 3.4). In addition to the raising
(sending) of events and assignment statements, the language supports the declaration of local variables,
as well as the sequential execution of statements organized into blocks. Deterministic branching can be
expressed by if-else and switch statements, while the language also supports nondeterministic choices.
For loops can be used to express iterative behavior (e.g., array handling) while reusable code can be
organized into functions and called from multiple places.

As a special feature, the language offers various annotations to select semantic variation points
to define the semantics of certain modeling elements (see Table 3.5). The informal overview of the
semantic variation points (corresponding to the SVP-* notations in Section 2.2) are as follows (see
Section 3.4 for the detailed handling of SVP):

• SVP-1: the evaluation of enabled transitions (guard expressions) in orthogonal regions, which
can take place before executing any action in the orthogonal regions (default case in the case
of UML/SysML semantics as presented in Section 2.2) or on the fly, i.e., the evaluation occurs
one by one for each orthogonal region before executing any action in the orthogonal region

Table 3.4: Textual concrete syntax of GSL actions.

Model element Syntax rule
Action Block | Statement
Block ’{’ Action* ’}’

Statement
VariableDeclarationStatement | IfStatement | SwitchStatement |
ChoiceStatement | ForStatement | FunctionCallStatement |
AssignmentStatement | RaiseEventStatement

VariableDeclarationStatement ’var’ ID ’:’ Type (’=’ Expression)?
IfStatement ’if’ ’(’ Expression ’)’ Action (’else’ Action)?
SwitchStatement ’switch’ ’{’ (’case’ Expression ’:’ Action)* ’}’
ChoiceStatement ’choice’ ’{’ (’branch’ Expression ’:’ Action)* ’}’
ForStatement ’for’ ’(’ ParameterDeclaration ’in’ Expression ’)’ Action
FunctionCallStatement ID /* Function declaration reference */ ’(’ Expression* ’)’
AssignmentAction ID /* Variable declaration reference */ ’:=’ Expression
RaiseEventAction ’raise’ ID /* Port */ ’.’ ID /* Event */ (’(’ Expression*’)’)? // Arguments
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Table 3.5: Textual concrete syntax of GSL annotations (semantic variation points).

Model element Syntax rule

StatechartAnnotation GuardEvaluation | RegionSchedule |
TransitionPriority | OrthogonalRegionSchedule

GuardEvaluation ’@GuardEvaluation’ = ’beginning-of-cycle’ | ’on-the-fly’
RegionSchedule ’@RegionSchedule’ = ’bottom-up’ | ’top-down
TransitionPriority ’@TransitionPriority’ = ’off’ | ’order-based’ | ’value-based’
OrthogonalRegionSchedule ’@OrthogonalRegionSchedule’ = ’sequential’ | ’unordered’ | ’parallel’

but (potentially) after the execution of other actions in other orthogonal actions in accordance
with the order specified in SVP-4;

• SVP-2: conflict resolution between transitions in the case of parent and child regions of hier-
archical states, which can be bottom-up (default) or top-down resolution;

• SVP-3: priority between enabled transitions leaving the same state: the absence of priority leads
to nondeterministic choices between enabled transitions during execution (default), whereas
the order-based and value-based settings define priorities between them in accordance with
their definition order (an “earlier” definition means a higher priority) or their assigned priority
value (a higher value means a higher priority), respectively;

• SVP-4: the execution of actions in orthogonal regions of a composite state, which can be se-
quential, i.e., in the order of the declaration of regions, unordered, i.e, any region permutation
(without interleavings) is considered valid, and parallel, i.e., actions in orthogonal regions can
interleave in any way (default).

In order to allow for the description of synchronous systems (e.g., hardware-related controllers or
hardware descriptions based on sequential networks), the statechart language supports signal-based
event handling (synchronous execution) introduced in [Wag92] by means of complex triggers, i.e., the
logical combination (Not, as well as And, Or and Xor) of sampled signals represented by input events
(see Table 3.6). Accordingly, transitions can be directly triggered by the ticks of the global execution
clock (on-cycle trigger) or timeouts in addition to events received via ports. As a syntactic sugar, the
language also supports referencing all event sources using a single trigger (any trigger). Nevertheless,
in addition to supporting synchronous semantics, statechart components can be adapted by means of
composition techniques (see asynchronous adapters in Section 3.3.7) to conform to the message-based
(asynchronous) execution semantics present, for example, in UML/SysML statecharts.

The language is given a formal (denotational) semantics by means of model transformations that

Table 3.6: Textual concrete syntax of GSL triggers.

Model element Syntax rule
Trigger BinaryTigger | NotTrigger | ParenthesesTrigger | SimpleTrigger | OnCycleTrigger
BinaryTigger Trigger (’&&’ | ’||’ | ’^’) Trigger
NotTrigger ’!’ Trigger
ParenthesesTrigger ’(’ Trigger ’)’
SimpleTrigger PortEventTrigger | TimeoutTrigger | AnyTrigger
PortEventTrigger ID /* Port */ ’.’ ID // Event declaration
TimeoutTrigger ’timeout’ ID // Timeout declaration
AnyTrigger ’any’
OnCycleTrigger ’cycle’
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� �
package spacecraft

import "Interface/Interface.gcd" // Importing interfaces to reference them in port declarations

// Annotations for setting semantic variation points (SVP-*)

...

statechart Spacecraft [

port Connection : provides DataSources // Ports for communication

] {

// Variable and timeout declarations

var battery : integer := 100

var data : integer[8]

timeout recharge, consume, transmit

// Regions and contained state nodes (potentially with entry and exit actions in states)

region Main {

entry MainEntry

state Spacecraft {

region Communication {

initial CommunicationEntry

state WaitingPing {

entry / for (i : integer in 0 .. 7) { data[i] = 0; }

}

state Transmitting

}

region BatteryManagement {

initial BatteryManagementEntry

state NotRecharging

state Recharging

}

}

}

// Transitions with source and target nodes, (a combination of) triggers, guards and effects

transition from MainEntry to Spacecraft

transition from CommunicationEntry to WaitingPing

transition from WaitingPing to Transmitting when Connection.ping [Connection.ping::types == ::TRANSMIT]

transition from Transmitting to WaitingPing when timeout consume [battery < 40]

transition from Transmitting to WaitingPing when timeout transmit [allTransmitted(data) or battery < 40]

transition from BatteryManagementEntry to NotRecharging

transition from NotRecharging to Recharging when timeout consume [battery < 80]

transition from Recharging to Recharging when timeout recharge /

if (battery < 100) { battery := battery + 1; }

transition from Recharging to NotRecharging when timeout recharge [battery = 100]

}� �
Figure 3.2: GSL representation of the spacecraft component presented in Figure 2.4.

map GSLmodels into the XSTS formalism (see Section 3.4). This way, the transition function belonging
to GSL components (i.e., atomic GCL components) is given in terms of XSTSmodel elements (see trans
element in Figure 2.7), i.e., the execution of components is mapped into the level of state machines
(see Section 2.2) by these model transformations.

As a demonstration of the language’s flexibility, we integrated Yakindu in the framework as a
modeling front-end for state-based components via a semantic-preserving automatedmodel transfor-
mation that maps Yakindu statecharts into the statechart language [Gra16][e12]. Namely, the state-
chart language of Yakindu also builds on UML/SysML but has different execution semantics as it relies
on top-down conflict resolution between parent and child regions, the sequential execution of actions
in orthogonal regions, distinct priorities between transitions leaving the same state and on the fly
evaluation of enabled transitions in orthogonal regions; each of which can be handled without any
limitation by our framework’s statechart language.
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3.3 GCL and the formal semantics of its composition modes

This section presents the formal structures and semantics of the Gamma Composition Language
(GCL), distinguishing it from other informal and semi-formal modeling languages. In addition to the
overview of the supported model elements, the subsections include short discussions about additional
practical and theoretical aspects, design decisions and consequences on formal verification and code
generation.

The section starts with an overview of the syntax of GCL (Section 3.3.1), focusing on asynchronous
adapters and composite components. Section 3.3.2 formally defines events and related structures, then
the syntactic definition of synchronous components (Section 3.3.3) is introduced. Next, synchronous
composite components and cascade composite components are formalized both syntactically and se-
mantically (Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5). After defining asynchronous components (Section 3.3.6), asyn-
chronous adapters and their semantics are presented (Section 3.3.7). The section proceeds with the
definition of asynchronous composite components (Section 3.3.8) and their semantics in terms of their
environment, as well as received and sentmessages, occurrences and execution traces. Finally, the sec-
tion concludes with the definition of scheduled asynchronous composite components (Section 3.3.9).
In order to help the reader find their way through the following pages, Appendix B lists the symbols
used in the definitions along with a short description.

3.3.1 GCL syntax

GCL features asynchronous adapters and various composite components to build synchronous and asyn-
chronous systems based on the (hierarchical) composition of atomic statechart components defined in
GSL (see Section 3.2). As a special feature, GCL also supportsmessage demultiplexing in asynchronous
adapters to provide additional configurability options for communication during component compo-
sition.

Asynchronous adapters Figure 3.3 depicts an excerpt of the model elements regarding asyn-
chronous adapters and their possible interconnections supported by GCL (metamodel excerpt dis-
regarding triggers, which are detailed in Table 3.6); the related textual syntax is presented in Table 3.7.

Figure 3.3: Elements of asynchronous adapters in GCL (metamodel excerpt).
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� �
adapter AynchronousSpacecraft of component spacecraft : Spacecraft [

// Additional control port on the adapter

port control : Control

] {

// Clock emitting a tick every millisecond

clock millisecClock(rate = 1 ms)

// Run wrapped component upon any kind of received event

when any / run

// Connection messages are placed in a higher priority queue

queue protocolMessages (priority = 2, capacity = 4, discard = incoming) {

connection.any

}

// Other control messages are placed in a lower priority queue

queue controlMessages (priority = 1, capacity = 2, discard = oldest) {

control.any, millisecClock

}

}� �
Figure 3.4: Asynchronous adapter wrapping the synchronous spacecraft statechart component.

Each synchronous adapter (see an example in Figure 3.4) wraps a single synchronous compo-
nent instance, turning it into an asynchronous component. An adapter implicitly has all ports of the
wrapped component, and can optionally define additional ones to receive control messages (see be-
low).

As a primary feature, asynchronous adapters can have one or more message queues, which store
incoming messages and have multiple attributes:

• Capacity specifies the maximum number of messages that can be stored in the particular queue.
If a queue is full and an additional message is received, then the situation is handled according
to the message discard strategy attribute.

• Message discard strategy can be either incoming or oldest, specifying that in case a message is
sent to an already full queue, the incoming message, or the one that has been in the queue for
the longest period (at index 0) shall be discarded.

• Priority of a queue specifies the order in which the contents of message queues are retrieved
during the execution of the asynchronous component (a greater value means higher priority).

Table 3.7: Textual concrete syntax of GCL asynchronous adapters.

Model element Syntax rule

AsynchronousAdapter

’adapter’ ID ’of’ ’component ID : ID /* Adapter synchronous component */ ’(’
ParameterDeclaration* ’)’ ’[’ Port* ’]’ ’{’

ClockDeclaration*
ControlSpecification*
MessageQueue*
’}’

ClockDeclaration ’clock’ ID ’(’ ’rate’ ’=’ Expression (’s’ | ’ms’ )’)’
ControlSpecification ’when’ Trigger ’/’ (’run’ | ’reset’ )’)’

MessageQueue

’queue’ ID ’(’ ’priority’ ’=’ Expression ’,’ ’capacity’ ’=’ Expression
(’,’ ’discard’ ’=’ (’incoming’ | ’oldest’ ))? ’)’ ’{’
(ID /* Clock reference */ | ID.ID /* Port event reference */ |
ID.’any’ /* Any port event reference */ )+

’}’
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• Event references specify the types of messages that can be stored in the particular message queue
(demultiplexing incoming messages into message queues).

During execution, messages are retrieved from the message queues one by one (message processing).
A message is always taken from the highest priority non-empty queue. If the particular message was
received on a port that is implicitly derived from the wrapped component, the message is converted
to a signal (as synchronous components communicate with signals) and transmitted to the wrapped
synchronous component (potentially overwriting previously sent signals). If it was received on a port
explicitly defined on the adapter component, the message is not transmitted.

An asynchronous adapter also has one or more control specifications, which specify the messages
that trigger different execution of the wrapped component (recall that any triggers are a shortcut to
refer to every incoming message): if a specified message arrives, the wrapped component is executed
or reset to its initial state according to the specified setting. Note that signals derived from messages
are transmitted to the wrapped component before execution, so a triggered execution will process the
signal even if the control specification is specified for the corresponding message.

Finally, asynchronous adapters can contain clocks, which emit tick events at defined timed inter-
vals based on a rate attribute. Tick events also have to be assigned to a queue and can be handled in
control specifications similarly to regular events received from ports.

As an example, Figure 3.4 describes an asynchronous adapter wrapping the synchronous space-
craft statechart component (presented in Figure 2.4) by introducing another control port, a clock with
a rate of 1 ms, an any control specification and two message queues with different attributes.

Composite components Figure 3.5 depicts an excerpt of the model elements regarding composite
components and their possible interconnections supported by GCL (metamodel excerpt disregarding
concrete composite component types); the related textual syntax is presented in Table 3.8.

Every composite component (synchronous, cascade, asynchronous and scheduled asynchronous)
consists of component instances (also referred to as constituent components), which communicate via
well-defined ports (identical to statechart ports) and thus, define the emergent behavior of the com-
posite component. Ports can realize interfaces either in provided or required mode (see the Port entry
in Table 3.2): in the former case, the transmission of events is in accordance with the declared direction
(see the EventDeclaration entry in Table 3.3), whereas in the latter case, the directions are “inverted.”
Ports that realize the same interface in different modes (provided and required) can be connected

Figure 3.5: Elements of composite components in GCL (metamodel excerpt).
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� �
[sync / cascade / async / scheduled-async] SimpleSpaceMission [

port control : requires StationControl

] {

// Declaring the station and spacecraft component instances

component station : GroundStation

component spacecraft : Spacecraft

// Exporting the station’s control port (port binding)

bind control -> station.control

// Connecting the ports of the spacecraft and the station

channel [spacecraft.connection] -o)- [station.connection]

}� �
Figure 3.6: GCL model of the simple space mission with a ground station and a spacecraft component.

by simple channels (one-to-one port connections between component instances using instance port
references) or broadcast channels, which support the distribution of events from a single source port
to multiple connected ones. In order to “export” the ports of a component instance to the environ-
ment (i.e., the boundary of the composite component), the language features port bindings, this way,
allowing for the hierarchical composition of the components.

Figure 3.6 describes the textual GCL model of the simple space mission (presented in Section 2.3)
including every supported composition mode. As illustrated, the definition of composite models in
different composition modes differ only in a single keyword (sync, cascade, async or scheduled-async);
the definition of ports, component instances, port bindings and internal channels are identical in each
composition mode. Therefore, users can tailor the integration and verification process according to
their needs and expectations about their system’s behavior in a flexible way.

Table 3.9 summarizes the component types supported by the GCL in terms of synchrony and
compositeness.

Table 3.8: Textual concrete syntax of GCL composite components.

Model element Syntax rule

AbstractCompositeComponent

SynchronousCompositeComponent |
CascadeCompositeComponent |
ScheduledAsynchronousCompositeComponent |
AsynchronousCompositeComponent |

SynchronousCompositeComponent ’sync’ CompositeComponent
CascadeCompositeComponent ’cascade’ CompositeComponent
ScheduledAsynchronousCompositeComponent ’scheduled-async’ CompositeComponent
AsynchronousCompositeComponent ’async’ CompositeComponent

CompositeComponent

ID ’(’ ParameterDeclaration* ’)’ ’[’ Port* ’]’ ’{’
ComponentInstance*
PortBinding*
Channel*
ExecutionList? // For cascade and scheduled-async
’}’

ComponentInstance ’component’ ID ’:’ ID ’(’ Expression* ’)’ // Component type reference

PortBinding ’bind’ ID /* Composite component port */ ’->’
ID ’.’ ID // Component instance’s port

Channel ’[’ ID.ID ’]’ ’-o)-’ ’[’ ID.ID (ID.ID)* ’]’ // Component instances’ ports
ExecutionList (ID.ID)* // Sequence of component instances
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Table 3.9: Component types supported by GCL.

Atomic Composite

Synchronous Statechart Synchronous composite component
Cascade composite component

Asynchronous Asynchronous adapter Scheduled asynchronous composite component
Asynchronous composite component

Message demultiplexing in asynchronous adapters and composite components In order to
supportmessage queues shared among multiple components, GCL featuresmessage demultiplexing in
asynchronous adapters to allow for defining what signals a message is converted into during mes-
sage processing. The risGlobalQueue component in Figure 3.7 shows an excerpt of the asynchronous
adapter that wraps the components of the RISmodel (presented in Section 2.3) and demultiplexes mes-
sages in the globalQueue, e.g., from the Out port of the control center to the In port of the dispatcher.
As depicted, demultiplexing is defined using the -> operator in the body of a queue definition: its
left hand side specifies a message type (asynchronous event received via an adapter port) the mes-
sage queue stores, whereas the right hand side defines a set of signals (synchronous events via the
wrapped component’s port) that the message is converted into during its processing; multiple sig-
nals can be specified using & symbols. Note that the events of the left and right hand side must have
parameter declarations with the same type. As syntactic sugar, GCL supports the any keyword to
reference each event of a port. Also, the -> operator and its right hand side can be omitted if the two
sides are equal.

� �
adapter risGlobalQueue of component ris : RIS { // Wrapped component

// Single control specification: execute once upon any incoming message

when any / run

// Shared global queue

queue globalQueue(priority = 2, capacity = 6, discard = incoming) {

controlCenterOut.rigel -> dispatcherIn.rigel, // Demultiplexing a single message

dispatcherOut.any -> objectHandler.any, // Demultiplexing all messages of a port

...

}

}

// Cascade composite component (CCC)

cascade RIS [

// Internal ports of the CCC

port controlCenterIn : requires Rigel

port controlCenterOut : provides Rigel

... // Additional in and out ports of other components

] {

// Statechart components of the RIS model

component controlCenter : ControlCenter

component dispatcher : Dispatcher

component objectHandler : ObjectHandler

// Binding component ports to the ports of the CCC

bind controlCenterIn -> controlCenter.In

bind controlCenterOut -> controlCenter.Out

...

}� �
Figure 3.7: RIS model (depicted in Figure 2.6) variant excerpt with a shared global queue that utilizes
message demultiplexing.
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Message demultiplexing provides configurability options for component integration and allows
for capturing structure-related aspects (port connections). For example, the feature can be utilized to
define a shared global message queue for a composite component that stores messages sent among
contained components (as depicted in Figure 3.7). Such a solution can be modeled featuring message
demultiplexing in GCL as follows:

1. a single cascade composite component (CCC) is defined that contains every necessary com-
ponent while also specifying their execution order (channels between the components are not
defined);

2. the CCC declares internal ports for each component, i.e., ports that transform raised events into
received events for inter-component communication;

3. the CCC is wrapped by an asynchronous adapter that defines a single message queue with the
required attributes and message demultiplexing for the internal ports: the left hand side will
contain the sender port, whereas the receivers will be on the right hand side.

3.3.2 Events, event vectors and event sequences

This section formally defines events, as well as event vectors used by synchronous components, and
event sequences used by asynchronous components.

3.3.2.1 Events

The following definitions consider individual events only, since ports and interfaces are syntactic
sugar that facilitate the structuring of syntactic contracts. The event definition belowmodels a specific
event of a specific port on a specific component instance.

Definition 3.1. An event is an observable phenomenon that can occur, e.g., message reception
or the change of situation (state). Given a set of eventsE, the finite domains of event parameters
are defined by the domain function D : E → 2{d1,...,dn}. The domain of an event e ∈ E is D(e),
a set of possible parameter values for event e. We say that an event e ∈ E is parameterized
if |D(e)| > 1. An instance of an event is (e, p), i.e., the event with a specific parameter value
p ∈ D(e). The set of all event instances for a given event e is denoted by inst(e) = {(e, p) | p ∈
D(e)}. In case the absence of an event is of interest, inst⊥(e) is defined as inst(e) ∪ {(e,⊥)},
where (e,⊥) is the “null” instance that denotes the absence of the event. Finally, the set of event
instances for events in a set E is inst(E) =

⋃
e∈E inst(e) (and inst⊥(E) similarly). �

Discussion An event represents a declaration only. Furthermore, an event instance is not an event
occurrence, as there may be several occurrences of a single event instance.

3.3.2.2 Event vectors

Synchronous components communicate via signals. The formal structure describing signals is the
event vector. An event vector can be regarded as a set of cells that can be filled with event instances, at
most one instance in every cell. Event vectors are the inputs and outputs of synchronous components.

Definition 3.2. Given a set of eventsE, an event vector vE is a function that assigns a (possibly
“null”) event instance to every event e ∈ E such that vE(e) ∈ inst⊥(e). The set of all possible
event vectors is denoted by VE . �
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Discussion Event vectors needmemory to be represented at runtime. Event vectors can be regarded
as “nullable” variables dedicated to each event holding the occurrence and the parameters of that
particular event (if any). The number of events and their parameter domains’ size thus directly affect
the state vector’s size in formal verification or the memory requirements of an implementation.

3.3.2.3 Event sequences

In asynchronous systems, event vectors are substituted by event sequences.

Definition 3.3. An event sequence q = ⟨(e1, p1), . . . , (en, pn)⟩ is a finite, possibly empty (de-
noted by ε) sequence of event instances. The set of all possible event sequences for a set of events
E is denoted by inst(E)∗, while |q| denotes the length of the sequence. The ith event instance
in the sequence is denoted by q[i] = (ei, pi). Finally, a permutation of a set of event instances A
is a sequence denoted by σ(A) and all possible permutations of A is denoted by Sσ(A). �

3.3.3 Synchronous component

The following definition specifies the formal syntactic contract of synchronous components. A syn-
chronous component shall have a set of states, a well-defined initial state, a set of input and output
events (collected from ports of the component) along with their parameter domains (i.e., data type),
and a deterministic transition function that describes the behavior of the component, which can be
specified arbitrarily.

Definition 3.4. A synchronous component is a tuple −⃝ = (S, s0, I, O,D, T ):
• S is the set of potential states, with s0 ∈ S being the initial state.
• I is the set of input events and O is the set of output events such that I ∩O = ∅. The set
of all events is denoted by E = I ∪O.

• D : E → {d1, . . . , dn} is the domain function of the events.
• T : S × VI → S × VO is the transition function determining the component’s next state
and the output event vector when executing it in a given state with an input event vector.
Note that this definition requires the component to have a deterministic behavior.a �

aNaturally, the definitions could be extended to nondeterministic models.

If −⃝ is a timed component, we allow S to track the values of clock variables [BY04], assuming that
whenever a clock variable in any component of the whole system is increased by (a positive)∆t, all other
clock variables in any component of the whole system is also increased by the same ∆t. Also, elapsing
time may not trigger an internal execution of the component, i.e., the state of the component apart
from the values of the clock variables may only change in accordance with T . Finally, we require the
execution of transitions to be atomic and instantaneous, i.e., time may not elapse during the execution
of a single transition (regardless of whether the component is atomic or composite).

Semantics As a main feature of their semantics, synchronous components take an event vector
as an input and generate an event vector as an output. Considering that the synchronous compo-
nent is a statechart, the definition is closest to the Virtual Finite State Machine formalism introduced
in [Wag92]. We use this formalism as it harmonizes with the synchronous-reactive domain – as com-
ponents are executed in a lock-step fashion, there may be a need to react to multiple events or a
combination of events at the same time, which can be handled by complex triggers (included in the
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GSL). Also, as events can occur at the same time, interleavings introduced by the often arbitrary order
of sequential message passing do not have to be analyzed. Nevertheless, the more widespread Event-
Driven Finite State Machine, which is the basis of most commonly used statechart formalisms, e.g.,
UML/SysML, is also suitable to describe a component. However, those components may be triggered
by event vectors with a single “non-null” event instance only, and it must be ensured that they are
executed every time a signal arrives (see the asynchronous adapter in Section 3.3.7).

Discussion As a main feature, this definition describes an abstract behavioral contract that can be
implemented by multiple formalisms, and this way, the framework can support the integration of ex-
ternal tools (modeling front-ends) and formalisms. Accordingly, an atomic statechart defined in GSL
is considered as an atomic synchronous component. In addition, the XSTS formalism presented in
Section 2.4 allows for formally defining different semantic variations for reactive behavior, provid-
ing an intermediate-level behavior representation. The rest of the section is about the semantics of
scheduling components, which is one of the main focuses of this work.

3.3.4 Synchronous composite component

A synchronous composite component is defined by instantiating a set of constituent components
(component instances), exporting input and output ports (events in the formal case) by port bindings
and defining channels (connecting events instead of ports in the formal case).

Definition 3.5. A synchronous composite component is a tuple s⃝ = (C, I, O,⇌):
• C = {−⃝1, . . . , −⃝K} is the set of synchronous components constituting the composite
component, each component being −⃝k = (Sk, s

0
k, Ik, Ok,Dk, Tk).

• I ⊆ Î is the set of exported input events, where Î =
⋃K

k=1 Ik.
• O ⊆ Ô is the set of exported output events, where Ô =

⋃K
k=1Ok.

• ⇌ : Î \ I → Ô is the channel function that assigns an output as the source of events
to every input, with the restriction that it must not be defined for elements of I , that is,
an input is either linked to an output or is an exported input. We demand that for each
e ∈ Î \ I , D(e) = D(⇌(e)). �

Discussion Note that port binding elements are not present in the definition, instead exported events
are defined. This implies that events bound together in a composite model are handled as if they were
the same, they are not differentiated in any way as they represent the same occurrence.

Semantics To understand the semantics of synchronous composite components, i.e., its behavior as
a synchronous component, recall that output signals produced by a component are sampled by other
components in the next execution cycle only. To describe this behavior, we extend the combined state
space of the constituent components with the last output event vector of all constituent components.
An execution cycle is described by the emergent transition relation of the composite component.

Definition 3.6. A synchronous composite component s⃝ is itself a synchronous component
s⃝⟩−⃝ = (S, s0, I, O,D, T ):

• S = S1× . . .×SK ×VÔ is the set of potential states, derived as all possible combinations
of the potential states of the constituent components and the last output event vector of
every component.
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• s0 = (s01, . . . , s
0
K ,⊥Ô) is the initial state, where every constituent component is in its

initial state and the last output event vector ⊥Ô ∈ VÔ assigns ⊥ to every output event
(∀e ∈ Ô : ⊥Ô(e) = ⊥).

• I is the set of exported input events and O is the set of exported output events as defined
in Definition 3.5 (remember that we denote I ∪O by E).

• D is implicitly defined by Dk, as D̂ =
⋃K

k=1Dk and D(e) = D̂(e) for all e ∈ E.
• The transition function is defined as T

(
(s1, . . . , sK , vÔ), vI

)
=

(
(s′1, . . . , s

′
K , v′

Ô
), vO

)
,

where:
– For each input event e ∈ Î of any constituent component let vÎ(e) = vI(e) if e ∈ I

or vÎ(e) = vÔ(⇌(e)) otherwise. Note that vÎ implicitly defines every vIk as well,
because vÎ =

⋃K
k=1 vIk .

– The next state s′k of every component corresponds to the transition function Tk such
that Tk(sk, vIk) = (s′k, v

′
Ok

).
– v′

Ô
=

⋃K
k=1 v

′
Ok

is the new vector of last output events.
– The output of the composite component for each exported output e ∈ O is defined

by the output of the constituent components: vO(e) = v′
Ô
(e). �

Discussion When executing a synchronous composite component, its constituent components ei-
ther react to an external input (in the case of exported inputs) or to the output of a constituent compo-
nent (including themselves) from the previous execution cycle. This prevents any interaction between
the components during a single execution cycle, allowing to execute the components in an arbitrary
order, essentially performing partial order reduction statically. This key feature greatly reduces the size
of the state space, making the synchronous-reactive domain suitable for formal verification. Addition-
ally, the definition enables to connect a single output to multiple inputs of components, however, an
input can be connected only to a single output.

3.3.5 Cascade composite component

The syntactic definition of cascade composite components is the same as that of synchronous compos-
ite components, apart from the additional definition of the execution order of constituent components.

Definition 3.7. A cascade composite component is a tuple c⃝ = (C, X, I,O,⇌):
• C = {−⃝1, . . . , −⃝K} is the set of synchronous components constituting the composite
component, each component being −⃝k = (Sk, s

0
k, Ik, Ok,Dk, Tk).

• X ∈ C∗ is a finite ordered sequence (with potential repetitions) of synchronous com-
ponents called the execution sequence specifying the components to be executed in an
execution cycle.

• I ⊆ Î is the set of exported input events, where Î =
⋃K

k=1 Ik.
• O ⊆ Ô is the set of exported output events, where Ô =

⋃K
k=1Ok.

• ⇌ : Î \ I → Ô is the channel function that assigns an output as the source of events
to every input, with the restriction that it must not be defined for elements of I , that is,
an input is either linked to an output or is an exported input. We demand that for each
e ∈ Î \ I , D(e) = D(⇌(e)). �

Semantics Cascade composite components do not delay the internal signals between constituent
components executed after each other (feed-forward signals); thus, the effect of an event is computed
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in a single run. Signals sent to components that are not executed anymore in the current execution
cycle (feedback signals) are saved for the next cycle, just like in synchronous composite components.

Definition 3.8. A cascade composite component c⃝ is itself a synchronous component c⃝⟩−⃝ =
(S, s0, I, O,D, T ):

• S = S1× . . .×SK ×VÔ is the set of potential states, derived as all possible combinations
of the potential states of the constituent components and the last output event vector of
every component.

• s0 = (s01, . . . , s
0
K ,⊥Ô) is the initial state, where every constituent component is in its

initial state and the last output event vector ⊥Ô ∈ VÔ assigns ⊥ to every output event
(∀e ∈ Ô : ⊥Ô(e) = ⊥).

• I is the set of exported input events and O is the set of exported output events as defined
in Definition 3.7 (recall that I ∪O is denoted by E).

• D is implicitly defined by Dk, as D̂ =
⋃K

k=1Dk and D(e) = D̂(e) for all e ∈ E.
• The transition function is T

(
(s1, . . . , sK , vÔ), vI

)
=

(
(s′1, . . . , s

′
K , v′

Ô
), vO

)
, computed

iteratively for every X[i] (1 ≤ i ≤ n, n = |X|):
– Let (s(0)1 , . . . , s

(0)
K , v

(0)

Ô
) = (s1, . . . , sK , vÔ) (the source state).

– Assume that X[i] = −⃝k. To obtain (s
(i)
1 , . . . , s

(i)
K , v

(i)

Ô
), we apply Tk(s

(i−1)
k , vIk)

= (s
(i)
k , vOk

) to compute s(i)k and vOk
, where for all e ∈ Ik,

vIk(e) =



vI(e) if e ∈ I and this is
the first execution of −⃝k,

⊥ if e ∈ I and it is not
the first execution, and

v
(i−1)

Ô
(⇌(e)) if e /∈ I.

The state of other components −⃝j ∈ C (j ̸= k) remains the same (s(i)j = s
(i−1)
j ).

The last output event vector is updated with vOk
: for all e ∈ Ô, v(i)

Ô
(e) = vOi(e) if

e ∈ Ok, and v
(i)

Ô
(e) = v

(i−1)

Ô
(e) otherwise.

– Finally, s′k = s
(n)
k for every −⃝k ∈ C and vO(e) = v

(n)

Ô
(e) for every e ∈ O. �

Discussion The raison d’etre of the cascade composite semantic variant is twofold. First, even
though it requires the same amount of memory to represent as synchronous composite components
(see the definition of S), the effect of an input event on output events is computed in a single step, fur-
ther compressing the state space (assuming that a composite component is stimulated to observe an
output). Second, it is sometimes desired to “decorate” a component with auxiliary components such
as adapters or monitors without introducing a delay in the observable effect of an event. Moreover, it
is convenient to think in terms of pipelines, which is best expressed with cascade components.

One drawback of using cascade composite components is that the outputs of constituent com-
ponents may overwrite each other if a particular component is executed multiple times in a single
cycle (but this is still deterministic), and all outputs of all components are emitted in a single event
vector. If the temporal unfolding of the different reactions is relevant, it may be more beneficial to use
a synchronous composite component. Note that this difference is enhanced in timed systems, as the
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atomic and instantaneous execution of a cycle implies that feed-forward signals are sent and received
at the same instance of time, while feedback signals may be delayed in a timed sense as well.

3.3.6 Asynchronous component

Asynchronous components are syntactically very similar to synchronous components. The only dif-
ference is the definition of transitions: it is now not a function but a relation, and instead of taking and
producing an event vector, it takes a single event instance and produces an event sequence selected
from the potential output sequences nondeterministically.

Definition 3.9. An asynchronous component is a tuple =⃝ = (S, s0, I, O,D, T ):
• S is the set of potential states, with s0 ∈ S being the initial state.
• I is the set of input events and O is the set of output events such that I ∩O = ∅. The set
of all events is denoted by E = I ∪O.

• D : E → {d1, . . . , dn} is the domain of the events.
• T ⊆ S× inst(I)×S× inst(O)∗ is the transition relation, which determines the possible
next states and the possible sequences of output events of the component (inst(O)∗) when
executing it in a given state with a given input event. Note that this definition does not
require deterministic behavior. �

Semantics Contrary to synchronous components, the semantics of asynchronous components is
closest to Event-Driven Finite State Machines or the variant of statecharts defined in UML/SysML.
Although currently not supported by GSL, asynchronous components could be described directly by
statecharts. In Gamma, the current means of defining an asynchronous statechart component is to
define a synchronous component containing a statechart, and wrap it in an asynchronous adapter.

Discussion Similarly to synchronous components, this definition also describes an abstract behav-
ioral contract that can be implemented by multiple formalisms. Note that allowing a nondeterministic
transition relation is necessary because the order of output events may not always be specified, e.g., in
the case of orthogonal regions. In the case of synchronous components, the order of events does not
matter as they are collected in an event vector. The event sequence, however, can be different depend-
ing on the internal order of event raisings. This phenomenon poses challenges to both verification and
code generation, and hinders the reproducibility of test cases and counterexamples. Nondeterminism,
however, is inherent in asynchronous systems anyway.

3.3.7 Asynchronous adapter

An asynchronous adapter wraps a single synchronous component and converts it into the asyn-
chronous domain. To do this, a trigger predicate with a set of trigger specifications must be defined.
Asynchronous adapters may also introduce ports in addition to the ports of the wrapped component.
Formally, the opportunity to define multiple additional ports and events on them is only a syntactic
sugar, as all of them are mapped to the control event introduced in the definition below.

Definition 3.10. An asynchronous adapter for a synchronous component is defined as a tuple
⊏−⃝ = (−⃝, ec, trig):

• −⃝ = (Ss, s
0
s, Is, Os,Ds, Ts) is the wrapped synchronous component.

• ec is the control event.
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• C = {ct11 , · · · , ctnn } is the set of clocks, where ctii produces ec periodically after every ti.
• trig : Is∪{ec} → {⊤,⊥} is the trigger predicate that given an input event, returnswhether
the wrapped synchronous component must be executed or not. �

Semantics The semantics of asynchronous adapters is defined in terms of an asynchronous com-
ponent. Observed from the environment of the component, an adapter processes input events one by
one (just like asynchronous components in general), but may not always produce an output. The role
of the adapter is to “collect” messages for the wrapped synchronous component, and when a message
triggers execution, that is, trig(e) is ⊤, feed the collected messages and emit messages created from
the resulting output event vector.

Definition 3.11. An asynchronous adapter ⊏−⃝ for a synchronous component is itself an asyn-
chronous component ⊏−⃝⟩ =⃝ = (S, s0, I, O,D, T ):

• S = Ss × vI is the set of potential states; each state consists of the wrapped synchronous
component’s state and a buffer input event vector collecting the incoming event instances.

• s0 = (s0s,⊥I), where ⊥I is the empty input vector.
• I = Is ∪ {ec} is the set of input events including the input events of the wrapped syn-
chronous component and the control event. From an input vector vI we can derive vIs as
vIs(e) = vI(e) for every e ∈ Is.

• O = Os is the set of output events defined in the wrapped synchronous component.
• D = Ds ∪ (ec → {⊤}) is the domain function of the wrapped synchronous component
extended with a mapping that assigns a singleton set to the control event indicating that
it is not parameterized.

• The transition relation is defined as a (nondeterministic) transition function
T
(
(ss, vI), (e, p)

)
= {(s′s, v′I)} × Ω, such that:

– If trig(e) = ⊥, then the buffer input event vector is updated such that v′I(e) = (e, p)
and v′I(e

′) = vI(e
′) for every other e′ ∈ I (e ̸= e′), and s′s = ss, while Ω = {ε} (as

the set of possible output sequences) is the empty sequence in this case.
– If trig(e) = ⊤, then the buffer input event vector is updated such that v′′I (e) = (e, p)

and v′′I (e′) = vI(e
′) for every e′ ∈ I (e ̸= e′), and s′s should be such that Ts(ss, v

′′
I ) =

(s′s, vO), and v′I = ⊥I . Ω = Sσ({(e, p) | vO(e) = p, p ̸= ⊥}) (as the set of possible
output sequences) is every possible permutation of the “non-null” elements of the
output vector. �

Discussion The order of messages between two execution-triggering messages is not relevant as
long as they do not overwrite each other, so the adapter may store an event vector as a buffer instead
of a message queue. In practice, the memory allocated for the input vector of the wrapped component
can be reused.

The definition of asynchronous adapters is very flexible. Components like an Event-Driven Finite
State Machine may be implemented by a synchronous component by declaring no additional control
events, but returning ⊤ from the trigger predicate for any event. With the help of the control event,
however, it is also possible to promote the “ticks” of the wrapped synchronous component to its
syntactic contract, allowing the environment to execute the component, which is the preferred way
of handling even a single synchronous system in Gamma. The definition also allows mixed solutions,
e.g., a component may be triggered by any external control event or by any event on one of its ports.

Note that according to the definition, the sequence of output events may be any permutation of
the “non-null” events in the output vector of the wrapped component. Although consistent with the
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definition of asynchronous components, this is rather an underspecification than real nondeterminism
– most implementations would raise output events in a fixed order, e.g., when wrapping a cascade
composite component.

Finally, note that clocks are not directly handled in the semantics, as the synchronous layer has a
notion of logical time only. Nevertheless, clocks are considered as a special source of events occurring
spontaneously after every ti, sending a tick message to the containing component received through
the control event ec (see Section 3.3.8.2).

3.3.8 Asynchronous composite component

The syntactic definition of an asynchronous composite component differs from synchronous com-
posite components only in the definition of channels. Since asynchronous components operate with
event sequences, it is not a problem anymore if an input event has multiple sources, so there is no
restriction on channels other than parameter compatibility.

Definition 3.12. An asynchronous composite component is a tuple a⃝ = (C, I, O,⇌):
• C = { =⃝1, . . . , =⃝K} is the set of asynchronous components constituting the composite
component, each component being =⃝k = (Sk, s

0
k, Ik, Ok,Dk, Tk).

• I ⊆ Î is the set of exported input events, where Î =
⋃K

k=1 Ik.
• O ⊆ Ô is the set of exported output events, where Ô =

⋃K
k=1Ok.

• ⇌ ⊆ Ô×Î is the set of channels that connects inputs and outputs with no restriction apart
from parameter compatibility. The set of inputs connected to an output e is denoted by
⇌(e) = {e′ | (e, e′) ∈ ⇌}. We demand that for each e ∈ Î and e′ ∈ ⇌(e),D(e) = D(e′).
Note that ⇌(e) used as a function maps from outputs to inputs, contrary to the notation
used in synchronous components, where it mapped from inputs to outputs. �

Semantics In asynchronous composite components, events are transferred in messages and pro-
cessed one by one. We assume that components have a message queue where sent but unprocessed
messages are stored. Accordingly, the semantics of asynchronous composite components is defined
in terms of their communication with their environment usingmessages, as well as the valid execution
traces of their constituent components.

3.3.8.1 Environment of the component

The environment of an asynchronous composite component is modeled as follows.

Definition 3.13. Given an asynchronous composite component a⃝ = (C, I, O,⇌), its envi-
ronment is a tuple e⃝ = (Eenv

I , Eenv
O ):

• Eenv
I = O is the input events of the environment that consume the output events of the

asynchronous composite component.
• Eenv

O = I is the output events of the environment that serve as the input events of the
asynchronous composite component. �

Discussion The behavior of the environment is considered nondeterministic. Note that its behavior
can be restricted during verification, e.g., by scenario-based contracts (see Section 5.3.1).
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3.3.8.2 Messages and execution traces

The semantics of asynchronous composition can be defined in terms of messages and occurrences. A
message is defined in terms of its source and target events and its parameter.

Definition 3.14. Given an asynchronous composite component a⃝with its environment e⃝, an
asynchronous message is a tuplem = (eO, p, EI):

• eO ∈ Ô ∪ Eenv
O ∪ C is the source output event of the message, possibly coming from the

environment or a clock of an asynchronous adapter in the system.
• p ∈ D(eO) is the content of the message.
• EI ⊆ Î ∪ Eenv

I is the set of target input events of the message, possibly targeting the
environment.

• If eO ∈ Eenv
O then EI ⊆ I and if EI ⊆ Eenv

I then eO ∈ O, i.e., external messages may
arrive through exported input events, while external targets may be messaged from ex-
ported output events. If eO ∈ C for some asynchronous adapter ⊏−⃝ thenEI = {ec}, where
ec is the control event of ⊏−⃝. Otherwise, ⇌(eO) = EI , that is, if the message is sent to
another component in the same asynchronous composite component, the corresponding
inputs and outputs are connected with a channel. �

Definition 3.15. Given a messagem = (eO, p, EI), let send(m) denote the occurrence of cre-
ating the message in response to its source output event and recv(m, eI ,) the occurrence of
consuming the message on input event eI ∈ EI , thus, raising event eI . The source component
of a message is denoted by src(m) = =⃝k ∈ C when eO ∈ Ok or src(m) = e⃝ if eO ∈ Eenv

O .
Furthermore, let t = (s, eI , s

′, ω) ∈ Tk be a transition of a constituent component =⃝k. An
occurrence of transition t is a tuple [t] = (mI , t,MO), where:

• mI = (eO, p, EI) is the message triggering the transition, where eI ∈ EI .
• t is the triggered transition.
• MO is the sequence of raised messages such that |MO| = |ω| and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ |MO|,
MO[i] = (e′O, p

′, E′
I) such that ω[i] = (e′O, p

′) and E′
I obeys Definition 3.14. �

Discussion A message is a runtime object, i.e., it has “object identity.” Occurrences, such as mes-
sage sending, receiving and firing transitions constitute the observable behavior of an asynchronous
system, e.g., sending message m is an observable happening at a specific point in time. Occurrences
enable us to define an execution trace, describing the behavior of asynchronous systems.

Definition 3.16. Given a totally ordered sequence of transition occurrences and message send-
ing and receiving (that is, an execution trace), let #[t], #send(m) and #recv(m, eI) denote
the position of the corresponding occurrence in the ordering. The execution trace of an asyn-
chronous composite component must obey the following rules (defining a partial order):

1. (causality) #send(m) < #recv(m, eI) for every message m = (eO, p, EI) appearing in
the execution trace and for every eI ∈ EI .

2. (causality) #recv(mI , eI) < #send(mO) for every transition occurrence [t] =
(mI , t,MO) appearing in the trace wheremO ∈ MO .

3. (message order) If #send(m) < #send(m′) such that src(m) = src(m′), then
recv(m, eI) < #recv(m′, e′I) for every eI and e′I belonging to the same component =⃝k

(eI ∈ Ik and e′I ∈ Ik) and assigned to message queues with the same priority.
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4. (message order) For every transition occurrence [t] = (mI , t,MO) and for each 1 ≤ i, j ≤
|MO| if i < j then #send(MO[i]) < #send(MO[j]).

Furthermore, let τ([t]), τ(send(m)) and τ(recv(m, eI)) denote the timestamp of the corre-
sponding occurrence according to a common global clock. We require that:

5. (direction of time) If #occi < #occj then τ(occi) ≤ τ(occj) and if τ(occi) < τ(occj) then
#occi < #occj .

6. (periodic ticks) For each clock ctii , there is an infinite number of messages m =
(ctii ,⊥, {ec}) such that τ(send(m)) = n · ti for all n > 0. �

Discussion The first two rules enforce causality: an occurrence cannot happen before another oc-
currence that caused it to happen. Rule 3) is a constraint on the implementation of asynchronous
systems of the GCL: the communication is demanded to be reliable not only in terms of losing mes-
sages (implicitly forbidden by Rule 1), but also in terms of the order of messages. Rule 4, on the other
hand, describes the natural mapping between output event sequences and the generated message se-
quences. These rules are satisfied when assuming reliable and order preserving message passing in
the modeled communication; nevertheless, unreliable communication can be explicitly modeled us-
ing additional components (e.g., unreliable channels, see Section 3.6) or as part of the behavior of the
communication-related components.

Regarding time, Rule 5 specifies that timestamps are assigned in a monotonic way (but not strictly,
i.e., we can force an order on two occurrences with the same timestamp). Finally, Rule 6 defines that
clocks emit ticks every ti time units starting from a designated 0 point of time. Note that (1) whenever
the timestamp of a transition occurrence [ti] differs from the previous transition occurrence [tj ] of
the same component, any internal clock variables are assumed to be increased with the same ∆t =
τ([ti])−τ([tj ]) as described in Section 3.3.3 and (2) tick emit messages in a fixed time, but consuming
the message can occur anytime later in accordance with the lack of guarantees for execution time and
frequency of asynchronous components.

3.3.9 Scheduled asynchronous composite component

The syntactic definition of a scheduled asynchronous composite component differs from asyn-
chronous composite components only in the definition of an additional execution sequence of con-
stituent components.

Definition 3.17. A scheduled asynchronous composite component is a tuple ‘s’⃝ =
(C, X, I,O,⇌):

• C = { =⃝1, . . . , =⃝K} is the set of asynchronous components constituting the composite
component, each component being =⃝k = (Sk, s

0
k, Ik, Ok,Dk, Tk).

• X ∈ C∗ is a finite ordered sequence (with potential repetitions) of asynchronous compo-
nents called the execution sequence specifying the execution order of components.

• I ⊆ Î is the set of exported input events, where Î =
⋃K

k=1 Ik.
• O ⊆ Ô is the set of exported output events, where Ô =

⋃K
k=1Ok.

• ⇌ ⊆ Ô×Î is the set of channels that connects inputs and outputs with no restriction apart
from parameter compatibility. The set of inputs connected to an output e is denoted by
⇌(e) = {e′ | (e, e′) ∈ ⇌}. We demand that for each e ∈ Î and e′ ∈ ⇌(e),D(e) = D(e′).
�
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Semantics The scheduled asynchronous composite component is the restricted variant of the asyn-
chronous composite component: the execution sequence restricts the valid set of execution traces as
follows.

Definition 3.18. Let Et = R∗ denote the valid execution traces of scheduled asynchronous
composite components projected to a sequence of transition occurrences, where R =
|t′1|, . . . , |t′n|, n = |X|) denotes the ordered sequence of transition occurrences (or their ab-
sence if no transition is triggered) conforming to the execution sequence of the contained asyn-
chronous composite components: t′k ∈ Tk ∪ ⊥. �

Discussion The scheduled asynchronous composite component can be considered as the restriction
of asynchronous composite components using the characteristics of cascade composite components
as the defined execution sequence limits the possible execution orders of the constituent components.
From another perspective, it can also be regarded as the extension of cascade composite components
by introducing event sequences and messages in place of the event vectors. Accordingly, this com-
ponent can be used in cases where the execution order of the asynchronous components is known
(can be guaranteed) and one by one message processing is required. As an added value, these features
can greatly reduce the potentially large state space of asynchronous components, enabling formal
verification even when it would not be feasible with asynchronous composite components.

Note that as the execution sequence limits the execution of constituent components, scheduled
asynchronous composite components may be composed of only asynchronous adapters or other
scheduled asynchronous composite components (valid constituent components).

3.4 Model transformations for formal verification

The role of model transformations that map integrated state-based (statechart) models into analysis
models is twofold. First, they allow for the formal verification of these functional models with re-
spect to formalized properties using model checkers, i.e., they integrate verification back-ends to the
framework. In addition, they implicitly give denotational semantics to the modeling languages of the
framework bymapping the structures of the the statechart language (GSL, see Section 3.2) and compo-
sition language (GCL, see Section 3.3) into low-level analysis constructs with well-defined semantics.
Recall that Section 3.3 defined the semantics of GCL on the basis of abstract behavioral contracts with
respect to synchronous and asynchronous components as composite component semantics build on
these definitions. Accordingly, these model transformations adopt the GSL language, considering its
semantics with the supported semantic variation points, to the formal behavioral contracts of the
framework.

The framework currently features four fundamentally different model transformations that map
compositemodels (including the atomic statechartmodels) into different analysis languages processed
by different model checkers. This multitude of model transformations gives flexibility to the frame-
work as the integrated back-ends can complement each other and support different types of input
models, e.g., models with different characteristics, such as timed models, models with many inputs or
parallel behavior, as well as different verifiable properties, such as CTL* [EH86], or its subsets, LTL
or CTL. The currently supported model transformations with an overview of their characteristics are
as follows.
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• DU (direct-UPPAAL) models are derived by directly mapping composite models [Gra16] into
the timed automata formalism of the UPPAAL model checker1 [Beh+06]. The resulting model
forms a network of automata, where atomic components (modeled as separate automata) com-
municate via shared variables and synchronization constructs (channels) supported by the lan-
guage. System execution is conducted by auxiliary scheduler automata, controlling the execu-
tion of instantiated components.

• The DX (direct-XSTS) transformation directly maps composite models into the EXtended
Symbolic Transition System (XSTS) [Mon20] [j5] formalism, supported by the Theta model
checker2 [Tót+17]. XSTS, as presented in Section 2.4, is an analysis language with low-level
constructs that serves as an intermediate representation for reactive behavior in the frame-
work, enabling the low-effort integration of different model checker back-ends.

• XU (XSTS-UPPAAL) models are derived by mapping composite models into an XSTS model
in the same way as in the DX transformation, which is then mapped into the timed automata
formalism of UPPAAL. In contrast to DU models, which are based on control locations and re-
semble the structure of statecharts, these models can be considered as control flow automata
(CFA) [LNN] where locations are used to describe the logical structure of transitions (contained
actions) and do not hold explicit information about the state of the system.

• The XP (XSTS-Promela) transformation, similarly to XU, builds on and extends the results of
the DX transformation, which is then mapped into the Promela (process algebra) language of
the Spin model checker3 [Hol11; Hol05] . Contrary to XU, the structure of the resulting models
is analogous to that of the source XSTS models as Promela features low-level modeling struc-
tures (resembling the elements of imperative programming languages, e.g., C) with semantics
close to that of the elements of XSTS. As a special feature, the XP transformation supports
two different approaches to handle message queues of asynchronous adapters, namely using
the native asynchronous channel constructs of Promela (XP-N), or using arrays (XP-A) [j5].

In the following, the section details the DX model transformation, which has a central role in the
framework due to its reusability in the other model transformations and thus, the integration of model
checker back-ends. As for the other model transformations, the transformation rules mapping GSL
and GCL models into UPPAAL automata can be found in [Gra16], whereas the XP transformation is
detailed in [j5].

The DX transformation comprises two major parts, namely mapping atomic components (GSL
statecharts) and the constructs of the composition (GCLmodel elements) into XSTS,which are covered
in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively, in the context of the spacecraft component excerpt presented
in Figures 2.4 and 2.7.

3.4.1 Mapping statecharts into XSTS

Mapping GSL statecharts (whose informal semantics is presented in Section 2.2 with extended seman-
tic variations points introduced in Section 3.2) into XSTS models comprises six major parts, namely,
mapping (1) variable and timeout declarations, (2) events contained by ports, (3) control structures
(regions and states) and (4) transitions, in addition to (5) defining model initialization and (6) the
behavior of its environment.

1http://www.uppaal.org/
2http://theta.inf.mit.bme.hu/
3https://spinroot.com/
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3. Mixed-semantic composition and verification of reactive components

� �
// Original record types

record CompositeRecord {

// Record array type

recordArrayField : SimpleRecord[8]

}

record SimpleRecord {

integerField : integer,

booleanField : boolean

}

// Corresponding "unrolled" record

record UnrolledCompositeRecord {

// Arrays of the contained fields

integerFields : integer[8],

booleanFields : boolean[8]

}� �
Figure 3.8: Unrolling of composite record types.

Variable and timeout declarations GSL and XSTS support the same primitive variable types
(boolean, integer and double), as well as custom (enum) types (see Line 1 in Figure 2.7) in addition
to array structures. In such cases, the mapping of the variables is trivial: for a GSL variable, an XSTS
variable is created with the corresponding type (see Line 8 in Figure 2.7). In addition, GSL supports
the definition of records (structures of encapsulated data) that have to be “unrolled” (“separation” of
the contained fields) potentially in a hierarchical way (record fields), i.e., a (potentially one-element)
sequence of variables is created for each contained field. Note that the definition of recursive data
structures (e.g., linked lists) is not supported. In addition, the unrolling can also handle fields with a
record array type (see Figure 3.8): the array of a record is handled as the record of the arrays of the
contained fields in the emergent hierarchical type structure, which can be handled during unrolling
in the aforementioned way.

Timeout declarations are mapped into clock variables (see Line 9) to indicate that they measure
time and have to be handled differently during verification.

Events Each event (input and output) of each port is mapped into a boolean variable (see Line 4) that
stores whether the corresponding event is present (true) or not (false). The parameter declarations of
events are mapped in the same way as variable declarations (see Line 5).

Control structures Each region is mapped into (1) a custom type with an inactive literal (repre-
senting the inactivity of the corresponding state), and additional literals representing the contained
states (see Lines 2-3) and (2) a variable with a ctrl annotation and as type, the corresponding custom
type (see Lines 6-7). In addition, if the region has history, the custom type is extended with a literal
(history literal) for each state, representing that the last active state in the region before deactivation
was the corresponding state.

Transitions During the mapping of transitions, (1) every transition in the statechart is mapped into
a sequence of statements, which are (2) composed according to the control structure hierarchy and the
selected semantic variations (see Section 3.2) to model a single execution cycle (step) of the statechart
(see Phases 1-4 of the statechart semantics presented in Section 2.2). The emergent structure serves
as the transition function of the state machine captured in the form of a statechart using GSL.
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The (potentially composite) trigger of a transition is mapped into (the combination of) references
to the corresponding boolean variables (event references), and its guard expression (if any) is di-
rectly mapped into a boolean expression. The conjunction of the two parts, along with a reference
to the source of the transition (i.e., to check whether the corresponding variable is set to the literal
corresponding to the source state), is wrapped in an assume statement (see e.g., Lines 25 and 34) in
accordance with Phase 1 of the statechart semantics in Section 2.2 (transition enabledness).

The effects of the transition (Part 2 of transition firing defined in Phase 3) are mapped directly into
XSTS statements in accordance with Table 3.10 (see Line 39) with the exception of function calls; as
XSTS does not (yet) support functions, function calls are inlined and mapped accordingly.

With the trigger, guard and effects being mapped, the corresponding sequence is extended with
the handling of state configuration changes, including regions, states (also considering history) and
the corresponding entry and exit events (Phases 2-4 in Section 2.2). The mapping distinguishes simple
transitions where both the source and target are stable states, and complex transitions, consisting of a
sequence of transition elements connected by merge, join, fork and choice states.

Simple transitions In general, GSL and thus, the mapping follows the operational semantics of
UML/SysML in terms of handling state configuration changes. Accordingly, the state configuration
changes defined in Phase 3 of Section 2.2 are captured as follows.

• Exiting from states is mapped into an assign action that sets the variable corresponding to the
parent region to contain the inactive literal or the corresponding history literal in case the region
has history. Exit actions are also considered, procuring the creation of actions as described in
Table 3.10.

• Entering to states is mapped into an assign action that sets the variable corresponding to the
region to contain the corresponding state literal (entry actions are also handled according to
Table 3.10). The new state configuration (considering history) is identified according to the
rules defined by Phase 4 in Section 2.2.

The statements corresponding to exiting from states are inserted before, while the ones corresponding
to state entries are inserted after the statements corresponding to the effects of the transition (in
accordance with Phase 3 in Section 2.2).

Complex transitions In the case of complex transitions, join and merge, as well as fork and choice
states are handled.

Table 3.10: Mapping of GSL statements into XSTS statements.

GSL statement XSTS statement
Assignment Assignment
Local variable Local variable
Event raise Assignment (set event boolean variable to true)

Block Sequence
If-else If-else
Switch If-else
Choice Choice
For loop For loop

Function call Body of the function (inline)
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• Join states are mapped into parallel statements that contain the statements corresponding to
the incoming transitions. The statements corresponding to outgoing transition of the join state
are appended to the created parallel statement.

• Merge states are mapped into choice statements that contain the statements corresponding to
the incoming transitions. The statements corresponding to outgoing transition of the merge
state are appended to the created choice statement.

• Fork states are also mapped into parallel statements that contain the statements corresponding
to the outgoing transitions. Note that, contrary to join states, the created parallel statement is
inserted after the effect of the incoming transition (and does not contain it).

• Choice states are mapped into choice statements that contain the statements corresponding to
the outgoing transitions. Similarly to fork states, the created statement is inserted after the
effect of the incoming transition.

Transition composition according to SVP-* The semantic variation points (SVP-*) of GSL are
considered when the created statements corresponding to the transitions of the statecharts are com-
posed according to the rules of Phase 2 in Section 2.2 as follows:

• SVP-2: conflict resolution between parent and child regions of hierarchical states In
case top-down conflict resolution is selected, the created statements corresponding to the tran-
sitions are composed into a sequence of if-else statements starting from the topmost region(s)
and continuing with the nested ones, hierarchy level by hierarchy level (see the details of com-
position for a single hierarchy level in the following points). The conditions of the statements’
assume actions (corresponding to the trigger and guard conditions of the particular region) are
used as conditions of the if-else statements. In turn, in the case of bottom-up conflict resolution,
the composition of if-else statements starts from the lowermost regions. However, a composite
state may have multiple (orthogonal) child regions, each of which has a higher priority over
the parent regions. Thus, in this case, a local boolean variable is introduced, which is set to
true if any transition in the composite state’s child regions fires; this variable is referenced in a
negated form and connected in conjunction to the if condition corresponding to the parent’s
region, i.e., the transitions of the (parent) region may fire only if none of the nested regions’
transition fired.

• SVP-4: execution of orthogonal regions As discussed above, the statements corresponding
to the regions of transitions are composed hierarchy level by hierarchy level. In case a state has
multiple child regions, the statements corresponding to the orthogonal regions’ transitions are
wrapped into either a sequence, unordered or parallel composite statement, corresponding to the
sequential, unordered or parallel (see the par element at Line 24) execution of the orthogonal
regions.

• SVP-3: priority for transitions leaving the same state The statements corresponding to a
certain regions’ transitions are composed according to this semantic variation point. In case
priorities are defined, then a sequence of if-else statements (with the corresponding assume
statements’ conditions used as if conditions) are created in accordance with the transition pri-
orities (see Lines 25-31). In case priorities are absent, then the corresponding statements are
wrapped into a choice statement (see Lines 33-45).

• SVP-1: evaluation of guard expressionsAfter the composition of the statements correspond-
ing to the transitions, the “place” of evaluating guard expressions can be considered. In case
on-the-fly evaluation is selected, then the emergent trans structure needs no modification (as
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depicted in Figure 2.7). In case, before execution is selected, then the conditions of the corre-
sponding if and assume statements are extracted into local boolean variables declared at the
beginning of the trans structure, which are referenced from the original condition.

Model initialization The initialization of the model comprises two steps: (1) every variable is set to
its initial value (default value of its type or initial expression of the variable declaration) and (2) enter-
ing the statechart, i.e., setting the variables corresponding to regions based on the initial states of the
statechart while executing the corresponding entry actions of entered states. The created statement
is used as the init transition of the XSTS model (see Lines 48-50).

Environment description By default, the mapping considers a fully nondeterministic environ-
ment, i.e., every boolean variable corresponding to an input event of the statechart is havoced, and in
case the variable is true (if statement), the variables corresponding to the parameters of the event are
also havoced (note that Lines 51-61 depict the handling of message queues of an asynchronous state-
chart, and not the input events directly). In addition, the variables corresponding to outputs events
are set to false (as raised event values are valid for a single execution cycle) while setting the variables
corresponding to its parameters to their default values in case the event is transient (thus, the values
of persistent event parameters are retained). The created statement is used as the env transition of the
XSTS model. Note that the framework supports the explicit definition of the environment as a GSL
or GCL model; in this case, the env transition captures the behavior of this model.

In addition, the elapse of time is modeled by a special delay statement targeting the clk variables.
Note that every clock measures time at the same rate.

3.4.2 Mapping composition constructs into XSTS

The mapping of composite components is conducted in a bottom-up way, starting from statecharts
(synchronous components). According to the composition rules (see Section 3.3), first synchronous
and cascade composite components are handled, which can be adapted to the asynchronous domain
using asynchronous adapters, and potentially composed by scheduled asynchronous and asynchronous
composite components.

Note that the model initialization and the environment description of these component models is
analogous to that of statecharts, the difference is that nowmultiple components have to be considered
and the events considered input and output from the system’s perspective have to be identified based
on port bindings.

Synchronous composite components In essence, the synchronous-reactive compositionmode in
XSTS can be modeled using an orthogonal statement, containing the corresponding trans transitions
of the constituent synchronous components as operands. This way, it is ensured that signals produced
by a component are sampled by other components in the next execution cycle only (see Definition 3.6).
Regarding channels, the connection of outputs events to input events of the constituent components
is modeled by introducing assign statements that (1) set the corresponding input event variable to
true and (2) assign the parameter values to the corresponding input parameter variables. Recall that
an orthogonal statement ensures the independent execution of the operands (corresponding to the
execution of constituent components), i.e., event transmission does not occur during the execution of
the orthogonal statement, only at the beginning of the next execution (see Section 2.4).
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� �
var eventQueue : [integer] -> integer // Storing event ids

var size : integer = 0; // Size variable

// Append

eventQueue[size] := eventId;

size := size + 1;

// Peek

var peekVariable : integer = eventQueue[0];

... // Referencing peekVariable

// Pop

eventQueue[0] := eventQueue[1]; ...

eventQueue[size - 1] := 0; // Modeling an "empty cell"

size := size - 1;� �
Figure 3.9: Append, peek and pop message queue functions modeled in XSTS.

Cascade composite components The mapping of cascade composite components is similar to
that of synchronous composite components, but as a difference, (1) a sequence is used instead of an
orthogonal statement that contains as operands the trans transition of every component according
to the specified execution sequence (note that it can reference the same particular component mul-
tiple times, see Definition 3.7) and (2) the trans transition is prepended with assign statements that
reset the input event variables and in the case of transient events, also the input parameter variables.
This way, in-cycle communication between components in a single execution cycle is ensured (see
Definition 3.8).

Asynchronous adapter As their most important feature, asynchronous adapters introduce mes-
sage queues to support the storage and serialization (one by one processing) of input event instances.
In XSTS, a message queue is modeled as a set of arrays, depending on whether the queue has to store
only non-parameterized events (eventQueue array, see Line 12) or also parameter values (one or more
argumentQueue array for every parameter type to allow for storing each parameter value of each
event – the number is determined by the maximum number of parameters of the same type for a sin-
gle event; see Line 13) in addition to integer variables storing the number of contained elements (size,
see Line 11). As a primary idea, every event type is assigned an integer identifier that is appended
to the eventQueue array, modeling the append of the event instance to the corresponding message
queue. In case the event is parameterized, the parameter value is appended to the corresponding ar-
gumentQueue array. Figure 3.9 summarizes how the supported append, peek and pop message queue
functions are mapped into XSTS array handling constructs.

The adaptation of the referenced synchronous component is carried out in four steps.
1. An if statement is created that checks if any of the eventQueue arrays corresponding to the

message queues is nonempty (0 < size condition, see Line 15) and if so, it retrieves the stored
event identifier of the highest priority nonempty queue (peek and pop, see Lines 16-17) and
based on it, sets the corresponding input event variable to true (Line 19) and potentially, also
loads the parameter values from the argumentQueues to the corresponding input parameter
variables (peek and pop, Lines 20-21).

2. If the event initiates an execution (trigger predicate, see Definition 3.10), then the adapted com-
ponent’s trans function is wrapped into the created if statement; the following steps (Phases 3-
4) are conducted only in this case.

3. The resulting transition is appended with an unordered sequence (see the discussion in regard
to event permutations in Section 3.3.7) of if statements for every output event that checks if
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� �
if (outEvent) { // OutEvent is raised

if (size >= CAPACITY) {

// Pop

eventQueue[0] := eventQueue[1]; ...

eventQueue[size - 1] := 0;

size := size - 1;

}

// Appending to the connected message queue

eventQueue[size] := outEventId;

size := size + 1;

}� �

� �
if (outEvent && size < CAPACITY) {

// Appending only if the connected message queue

is not full

eventQueue[size] := outEventId;

size := size + 1;

}� �
Figure 3.10: XSTS construct for handling message transmission to message queues with the discard
oldest and discard incoming message discard strategy.

the particular event is raised (corresponding event variable is set to true) and if so, appends
the corresponding event identifier and parameter values to the eventQueue and argumentQueue
arrays corresponding to every connected message queue (if any). Message queues support two
discard strategies if they are full (see Section 3.3.1): discard the incoming message or the oldest
one (at index 0) stored in the message queue – these strategies are also modeled in the second
step with if statements and a potential pop function (see Figure 3.10).

4. Finally, the input and output event variables (and potentially the corresponding parameter vari-
ables in the case of transient events) are reset (i.e., the event vector is cleared) at the end (Line 46)
and beginning (Line 23) of the trans transition, respectively.

The clocks of asynchronous adapters are mapped into clock variables, which are handled at the
beginning of the env transition: if the value of the clock variable is greater than or equal to the
specified rate, then it is reset and the eventQueue array corresponding to themessage queue for storage
is appended with a control event instance (i.e., its identifier).

Scheduled asynchronous composite component Scheduled asynchronous composite compo-
nents simply wrap the trans transitions corresponding to the constituent asynchronous components
into a sequence statement according to the specified execution sequence (see Definition 3.17).

Asynchronous composite component Asynchronous composite components wrap the trans
transitions corresponding to the constituent asynchronous components into a choice statement. This
way, an execution cycle corresponds to the execution of a single constituent asynchronous component
(scheduled asynchronous or asynchronous adapter). As asynchronous components do not share inter-
nal states (e.g., shared variables), this mapping models every possible behavior of the asynchronous
composite component apart from the potential interleaving of messages sent by components running
in parallel (see Section 3.3.8.2). Thus, at the beginning of trans, the arrays corresponding to the com-
ponents’ message queues are saved to store the original order of messages, which are then used to
create every possible permutation of messages (original and newly sent) at the end of trans. Note
that this step may greatly increase the state space of the model.

3.5 Component integration and verification workflow

This section overviews the general workflow according to which components can be integrated and
verified in the Gamma framework, incorporating the modeling languages and formal verification
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functionalities presented in previous sections. This workflow also serves as a foundation for the in-
tegration of high-level state-based components4 and their formal verification, which can be reused
and extended to support additional design and verification functionalities, e.g., test generation as
presented in Chapter 4 and contract-based verification as presented in Chapter 5. We introduce the
workflow in the context of the simplified elevator system presented in Section 2.3. The workflow is
built on top of the model transformation chain depicted in Figure 3.1. In the following, we overview
the used modeling languages.

• TheGamma Statechart Language (GSL) is a UML/SysML-based statechart language support-
ing different semantic variants of statecharts (presented in Section 3.2).

• TheGamma Composition Language (GCL) is a composition language for the formal hierar-
chical composition of state-based components according to multiple execution and interaction
semantics (presented in Section 3.3).

• The Gamma Genmodel Language (GGL) is a configuration language for configuring model
transformations in the framework.

• The Gamma Property Language (GPL) is a property language supporting the definition of
CTL* [EH86] properties and thus, the formal specification of requirements regarding (compos-
ite) component behavior.

• The Gamma Trace Language (GTL) is a high-level description language for execution traces
of (composite) components with synchronous and asynchronous communication (to be pre-
sented in detail in Section 4.1).

The following sections outline the consecutive steps of the general component integration and
verificationworkflow in the Gamma framework. As the first (optional) step in theworkflow, statechart
models defined in integrated modeling tools (front-ends) are imported into Gamma, which can be
hierarchically integrated using well-defined composition modes (see Section 3.5.1). The emergent
composite model is processed and transformed into the input formalisms of integrated model checker
back-ends for formal verification (Section 3.5.2). The back-ends provide witnesses (diagnostic traces)
based on specified properties, which are back-annotated into abstract execution traces (Section 3.5.3)

3.5.1 Creating functional component and system designs

Optionally, the import of an external component model, i.e., a statechart created in an external model-
ing tool (currently Yakindu, MagicDraw and SCXML are supported), is realized by executing a model
transformation that maps this model into a GSL statechart (see Section 3.2 and [e12], as well as [Gra16]
for the integration of Yakindu). Alternatively or complementarily, statechart models can be defined
directly in GSL. GSL serves as a common representation language for component statecharts with dif-
ferent operational semantics configurable by annotations (semantic variation points, see Section 3.2).
Validation also takes place on Gamma statecharts by evaluating well-formedness constraints.

The GSL models generated from the cabin controller and cabin door controller Yakindu models are
presented in a textual format in Figures C.1 and C.2 in the Appendix, respectively.

Next, GSL models can be hierarchically integrated according to various precise execution and
interaction semantics in GCL to create synchronous or asynchronous systems using the synchronous-
reactive, cascade, asynchronous-reactive and scheduled asynchronous-reactive composition modes (see
Section 3.3); the resulting composite models are also validated against well-formedness constraints.

The GSL models of our elevator example can be integrated in GCL to create composite models
conforming to different composition semantics as presented in Figure C.3.

4Even though, the Gamma framework currently supports statechart models as input, its modeling language family
supports the integration of other formalisms, e.g., there is ongoing work on integrating activity diagrams [Zav21].
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3.5.2 Processing composite models

Model checkers can carry out exhaustive analysis on a formal (analysis) model based on a formal
property and determine if the property holds while potentially providing a diagnostic trace (coun-
terexample or witness) as proof [CHV18]. Gamma facilitates deriving both the analysis model (see
Section 3.4) and the property using automated semantic-preserving model transformations.

In order to derive analysis models, the composite models (see Section 3.5.1) are preprocessed and
transformed into the input languages of integrated model checker back-ends (see Section 3.4). The
transformation can be configured in GGL in a textual format, e.g., the following snippet specifies that
the Elevator composite model is to be transformed into Promela (input formalism of Spin).� �

component : Elevator

language : Promela� �
Gamma facilitates the specification of CTL* properties in GPL using a textual syntax. GPL supports

referencing certain elements of the composite model, i.e., states, variables, events and event parameters,
as well as transitions annotated with an identifier. Note that whether the specified properties can
actually be checked depends on the selected model checker back-end as most model checkers support
only a subset of CTL* as an input property language.

In the elevator example, we can specify two properties for the cabin door controller component to
check the execution of the transitions between the Open and Closed and the Closed and Open states.
Note that a transition can be referred to in GPL if it is assigned an annotation specifying an identifier
(see Transition entry in Table 3.2).� �

@("Covering the transition going from state ’Open’ to ’Closed’ in the ’main’ region")

E F (var main_open__main_closed)

@("Covering the transition going from state Closed’ to ’Open’ in the ’main’ region")

E F (var main_closed__main_open)� �
Both the composite model and the properties are automatically transformed into the input lan-

guages of the selected model checker back-ends in accordance with the internal components and the
characteristics of the used composition modes. In order to reduce the state space of the model, the
transformations exploit optimization techniques based on variables that store resettable or transient
data (see Section 3.2).

The transformation of GPL properties into the property languages of model checkers is carried
out based on the traceability links defined in the composite model transformation, as in this context,
only the identifiers of the target model elements are required.

3.5.3 Formal verification and back-annotation

As a key feature, Gamma offers multiple model checker back-ends to complement each other and
facilitate efficient verification of different models and properties. Currently, UPPAAL, Theta and Spin
are integrated as back-ends, but the integration of additional model checkers is allowed by the frame-
work, e.g., by building on the DX transformation (see Section 3.4).

Gamma supports the tuning of the model checking process in GGL, e.g., the specification of search
strategies, such as breadth-first search (BFS) or depth-first search (DFS), or the selection of abstraction
techniques. The framework also provides generally well-functioning default settings for the back-
ends. Model checking itself is viewed as a black-box process with the generated analysis models and
properties as inputs and diagnostic traces as outputs. Diagnostic traces specify the steps (active states
and output events of the model in response to input events coming from the environment) that lead
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to the satisfaction of a certain property in case the property is satisfiable. Model checkers can also
prove that certain properties are impossible to satisfy, which can be essential information during
verification. The diagnostic traces are automatically back-annotated and abstract execution traces are
created in GTL (see Section 4.1) in a textual format5 based on the traceability links defined in the
corresponding composite model transformation.

As an example, the snippets in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 describe GTL execution traces derived on the
basis of the E F (var main open main closed) and E F (var main closed main open)GPL
properties defined in the previous section.

3.6 Case study – Orion protocol

This section demonstrates a formal analysis approach for communication protocols using the Gamma
framework. This approach supports (1) the construction of protocol participant models, as well as
channel models with different failure modes, (2) the composition of protocol participant and channel
models to form composite system models and (3) formal verification on the system models with auto-
matic back-annotation of the results. The process is presented in the context of Orion, a master-slave
communication protocol under design targeted to be used in the railway industry.6

In this case study, we demonstrate the practical usability of the Gamma framework in the con-
text of an industrial problem. The case study highlights the differences between composition modes
to support different potential execution platforms, and provides measurement results regarding the
verification of the robustness properties of the modeled protocol.

3.6.1 Modeling of the communication protocol

This section presents themodeling process of the proposed analysis approach in the context of Orion,
including the modeling of protocol participants (Section 3.6.1.1), channel models (Section 3.6.1.2) and
the integrated system models (Section 3.6.1.3).

3.6.1.1 Protocol participants

Orion is a master-slave communication protocol where the establishment of a connection between
two participants is always initiated by a master and the connection request is either accepted or
rejected by a slave. Both themaster and the slave participants were designed on the basis of statecharts
in MagicDraw and have the same events (commands and messages).

The initial state of themaster statechart (depicted on the left of Figure 3.11) is Closed. When initi-
ating a connection with the slave, it goes to state Connecting and waits for a response. Upon a positive
response, it goes to state Connected whereas upon a negative one or after a certain timeout (TConn
sec), it goes to state Closed. Communication can take place in state Connected. The slave statechart
(depicted on the right of Figure 3.11) is similar to the master.

The models can be automatically transformed into GSL using the model transformers of Gamma,
and validated based on statechart-related well-formedness rules [Gra16]. According to the model val-
idators of the framework, the presented statechart models are well-formed.

5The framework also supports the visualization of GTL execution traces using PlantUML.
6Every Gamma model presented in this case study can be found at https://github.com/ftsrg/gamma/tree/v2.9.0/

examples/hu.bme.mit.gamma.industrial.protocol.casestudy.
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Figure 3.11: Statechart models describing the behavior of the master and slave components.

3.6.1.2 Channel models

During the modeling of communication between protocol participants, several failure modes of event
transmission can be considered [PF20]. In this case study, we defined five channel models in Yakindu:
one ideal channel, three models describing loss of events failure modes (bursty message losing channel,
arbitrary message losing channel and timed message losing channel) and one model related to delay of
events failure mode (delay channel). They are introduced in [e14] in detail, here we present only the
simplified version of the bursty message losing channel model.

Figure 3.12 depicts an excerpt of the bursty message losing channel model, which models a channel
that can lose a given amount (LOST_MESSAGE_MAX ) of subsequent incoming events. The model has
two states, Operating (initial state) and MessageLosing. If the model receives a certain event in state
Operating, it either forwards the event to its output, or (if there has been no failure before) enters
stateMessageLosing without forwarding it. In stateMessageLosing, the specified amount of events are
absorbed before going back to state Operating. Note the nondeterministic nature of this model: the
loss of subsequent events can start upon any incoming event. Moreover, this model excerpt includes
behavior only for a single event (OrionConnReq); nonetheless, additional events in the complete model
are handled analogously.

3.6.1.3 System models

Weanalyzed the behavior of theOrion protocol considering different channel failuremodes and differ-
ent compositionmodes of the participants. Therefore, for each channel model we defined synchronous,
cascade and asynchronous composite Gamma models, which differ only in the composition mode; the
components and their connections are the same. We focused on the time-driven behavior and the
events of the Orion protocol in the master and slave components.

Figure 3.12: Excerpt from the statechart model of the bursty message losing channel.
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� �
[sync / cascade / async] OrionSystem [] {

// Declaration of components

component master : OrionMaster

component m2S : Channel

component slave : OrionSlave

component s2M : Channel

// Connecting component ports via channels

channel [master.SendOrion] -o)- [m2S.Input]

channel [m2S.Output] -o)- [slave.ReceiveOrion]

channel [slave.SendOrion] -o)- [s2M.Input]

channel [s2M.Output] -o)- [master.ReceiveOrion]

}� �
Figure 3.13: GCL model variants of protocol participants and channel models.

Figure 3.13 describes the GCL model the variations of which were used with different channel
models and composition modes. It consists of a master component, a slave component, and two chan-
nel components that connect the output and input ports of the protocol participants. The concrete
models differ only in the first keyword of the model that can be either sync, cascade or async. All in all,
fifteen composite models were defined, five (as there are five channel models) for each composition
mode. In the asynchronous composite models, message queues with capacity two were used.

3.6.2 Analysis of the communication protocol

We analyzed liveness properties of the system models, that is, the reachability of system states with
different channel models using the integrated UPPAALmodel checker via the DU transformation (see
Section 3.4). The analyzed properties (formalized in CTL [CE81]) are the following:
P1 The system can reach a state in which both the master and the slave are in state connected: EF

master.Connected && slave.Connected.
P2 The system must eventually reach a state in which both the master and the slave are in state

connected: AF master.Connected && slave.Connected.
P1 describes the reachability of the desired operational state from the initial state in the system

and means that the master and slave models do not contain fundamental design faults that hinder
the correct operation of the protocol. P2, as a strong robustness property, means that the protocol
(examined from the initial state) is always able to recover despite the channel’s specified failure mode.

According to the verification executed in Gamma, P1 holds in the case of every systemmodel. How-
ever, the analysis results regarding P2 revealed important constraints on the execution frequency of
components in each composition mode: since the protocols have (real-time) timeouts, the satisfaction
of the property depends on the execution frequency of the system components in the case of each
channel model and each compositionmode. Using themodel checking and automatic back-annotation
functionalities of the framework, we analyzed the necessary scheduling order and frequency of com-
ponents with several parameters of the channel models. The property held in every system model
with adequate execution characteristics. The detailed constraints on the execution characteristics to
satisfy the property can be found in [e14].

In order to provide additional insight into the verification capability of Gamma, we measured the
time (see Table 3.11) and the memory consumption (see Table 3.12) of verifying P2 with respect to
the defined system models. In the cases of the bursty and arbitrary message losing channel models the
value of the LOST_MESSAGE_MAX parameter was 5. In the case of the timed message losing channel
the values of the S and E parameters were 4 and 9, and for delay channel the value of the T parameter
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Table 3.11: Average time of verifying P2 in different system models.

Channel model Synchronous (s) Cascade (s) Asynchronous (s)
Ideal 0.01 0.01 0.4

Bursty message losing 0.4 0.3 1.0
Arbitrary message losing 2.0 1.7 140.4
Timed message losing 0.02 0.02 0.1

Delay 4.3 4.1 7.3

was 1. The execution frequencies were set in accordance with the constraints mentioned above. We
ran and averaged 10 measurements for each system model.

3.6.3 Results

The measurement results show that both verification time and memory consumption in the case of
cascade models is slightly less than in the case of synchronous models. This is the result of the model
transformation implementation, as in synchronous models, each event is mapped to two variables,
whereas in cascade models, a single variable is used. Also, in the case of synchronous models, event
transmission between the master and slave components requires multiple cycles contrary to cascade
components, which can also result in higher memory consumption and verification time.

As expected, asynchronous models are significantly harder to verify than synchronous and cas-
cademodels due to the additionalmessage queue structures and scheduler components. The difference
is remarkable in the case of the arbitrary message losing channel where there is a 70-fold difference in
verification time compared to the synchronous model.

3.6.4 Conclusion

This case study demonstrated that the composition modes proposed by Gamma can indeed be used
in practice: even though the semantics introduced in Section 3.3 assumes instantaneous, reliable and
order-preserving message passing, the language is applicable to practical problems by introducing
(fault) models describing physical phenomena, e.g., the loss or delay of events.

The three applied composition modes cover diverse execution and communication modes of the
composed components, which could be used to model different execution platforms in the case study.
As Gamma supports the automatic import of models defined in integrated modeling front-ends, we
did not have to manually transform the already existing component models, which greatly reduced

Table 3.12: Average resident/virtual memory peaks during the verification of P2 in different system
models.

Channel model Synchronous (Mb) Cascade (Mb) Asynchronous (Mb)
Ideal 10/48 9/47 12/53

Bursty message losing 13/55 12/53 23/72
Arbitrary message losing 16/60 14/56 143/314
Timed message losing 11/50 11/50 12/53

Delay 76/172 61/143 100/220
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Table 3.13: Features of the Gamma framework and its “competitors.”✓= full support;✓–= experimental
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Gamma ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SystemC ME ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Æmilia ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

CHESS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Ptolemy II ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓– ✓– ✓

BIP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

UML-RT ✓ ✓– ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AutoFOCUS 3 ✓ ✓– ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

xtUML ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

COMDES-II ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ProCom ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

the effort required for the approach. Also, the measurement results show that the formal verification
capabilities of the framework are applicable in practice.

Moreover, the case study revealed the need for potential platform-specific constraints in the case of
timed component models where the execution frequencies of the component(s) under verification can
be specified. Thus, we have extended the verification capability of the framework with this feature.

3.7 Related work

As related work, we cover in detail languages and tools that provide (1) a composition language
for component-based design with (2) precise formal semantics and (3) formal verification support for
behavioral properties. There are similar approaches to ours, such as [Szt+14; Sim+13], where a general
CPS modeling language was developed to semantically integrate the models coming from various
CPS design tools. The introduced modeling language was formalized, however, the tool lacks formal
verification support. The RoboChart modeling tool is introduced in [Miy+19] that uses statechart
models tailored to the robotic application domain. In RoboChart, a formal semantics helps engineers
verify the designed systems. RoboChart was omitted from the comparison as it primarily targets a
special domain. Stateflow is a commercial state-based modeling tool: authors in [Jia+18] developed
a tool based on UPPAAL to formally verify behavioral models. The commercially available Simulink
tool can generate source code from the verified Stateflow models. We omitted this solution from the
comparison due to the fact that the modeling tool is commercial. Nevertheless, Stateflowmodels could
also be represented in the Gamma Statechart Language.

Clafer [Juo+18] is a tool for modeling structure, behavior and variability of systems. Clafer has a
formal core modeling language to represent the system design and specification patterns. However,
it does not provide formal verification support. Another approach [Lug+16; AR16] uses SysML to
model the security aspects of systems and ProVerif is used to verify security properties: this approach
is omitted from the comparison due to the lack of generality.
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Other languages and approaches, such as [HRR14; Chi+06; FGH06; Rei17; Bro97] capture the ar-
chitecture, mainly focusing on the interfaces, connectors and their relations in systems without defin-
ing the behavior of the components. In [GBC10], model-driven techniques and tools are integrated
successfully with standard-based, QoS-enabled component middleware to support the development
of safety-critical distributed systems. However, the approach lacks formal semantics.

The feature comparison of Gamma and the following tools can be found in Table 3.13: a SystemC
modeling environment (SystemCME) connected to the STATE tool, Æmilia ADL/TwoTowers, CHESS,
Ptolemy II, BIP, UML-RT, AutoFOCUS 3, xtUML, COMDES-II and ProCom.

In [Chh+15], a modeling environment is introduced that supports the graphical definition of Sys-
temC [Pan01] models. SystemC is a C++ library offering classes and macros, which provide an event-
driven simulation interface suitable for simulating concurrent processes. The basic building block of
a SystemC model is the module, which represents computational parts of the design. Modules are
composed of processes, ports, events, channels and variables. Processes, whose behavior can be de-
fined using a state machine formalism, are the main computation elements of the module; they are
concurrent and are used to describe functionality. Ports allow communication between the module
and its environment based on events declared by interfaces. Ports can be connected by channels. The
environment supports SystemC code generation from the created models. The supported part of the
SystemC language is given a formal semantics by connecting the modeling environment to the STATE
tool [Her10]. STATE maps the informal SystemC code to a formal timed automaton formalism, UP-
PAAL, thus provides formal verification capabilities. Contrary to Gamma, this modeling environment
currently does not support the hierarchical and mixed-semantic composition of modules.

Æmilia [BDC02] is an architecture description language (ADL) based on EMPAgr process alge-
bra, a compositional specification language of algebraic nature integrating process algebra theory
and stochastic processes. This language supports the modeling of component-based software sys-
tems at the software architecture level. Designers have to start the modeling process by defining the
behavior of the component types in the system and their interactions with the other components.
Stochastic aspects, e.g., component interaction time, of the software architecture targeted for func-
tional or extra-functional analysis (security and performance) have to be defined at this level. Next,
instances of component types have to be defined along with their interactions in order to enable their
communication. Based on the received composite models, integrated, functional and performance se-
mantic models can be generated automatically, which can undergo formal analysis executed by the
TwoTowers tool. The main difference between the Æmilia ADL and the languages of Gamma is that
Gamma puts the focus on discrete state-based composition instead of stochastic process algebra and
currently does not support the definition of stochastic behavior.7 Therefore, if stochastic processes
are necessary to model the system, Æmilia has a clear advantage over Gamma. However, while pro-
cess algebras generally focus on behavioral compositionality, Gamma prefers structural composition,
which can be convenient and expressive, especially if the development process requires discrete states,
mixed-semantic composition and related code generation.

CHESS [Maz+16] is an open source methodology and toolset that aims to address safety, reliabil-
ity, performance and other non-functional properties, while guaranteeing correctness of component
development and composition. The CHESS methodology relies on the CHESS Component Model,
which is built around the concept of components, containers and connectors. A component repre-
sents a purely functional unit, whereas the non-functional aspects control the infrastructure of the
component and delegated to the container and connectors. The container is a wrapper that envelopes
the component and is responsible for the realization of the non-functional properties. The connector

7However, an extension to Gamma introducing stochastic behavior is under development [c7].
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is responsible for the interactions between components. Non-functional attributes are specified by
annotating the interfaces of the component with non-functional properties, e.g., regarding real-time
concerns, the activation pattern (such as sporadic or cyclic) can be specified for each provided opera-
tion of the component. CHESS models can be defined in the CHESSModeling Language, which serves
as an extension of the UML, SysML and MARTE modeling languages. Contrary to Gamma, CHESS
does not focus on the mixed-semantic composition of components.

BIP [BBS06] (Behavior, Interaction, Priority) is a modeling framework supporting the formal def-
inition of heterogeneous systems. The BIP language supports the definition of hierarchical composite
systems in three layers. The lowest layer specifies the behavior of system components, atomic or com-
pound, using a variant of the Petri net formalism. The intermediate layer consists of a set of connectors
linking ports together, thus defining the interactions between transitions of components. Contrary
to Gamma, these interactions are based on synchronization. The top layer includes a set of dynamic
priority rules between interactions and can be used for the specification of scheduling policies. BIP
defines a clear operational semantics, which describes the behavior of both atomic and compound
components. The behavior of atomic components are based on a rigorous transition system model,
thus, formal verification of invariant properties and deadlock-freedom is also supported.

Ptolemy II [Eke+03] is a modeling framework supporting the definition of hierarchical compos-
ite systems with diverse component types and interaction semantics. Modeling components, called
actors in Ptolemy II, can be regarded as independent software modules. They are able to interact
with each other by sending messages through interconnected ports. Models are created by compos-
ing actors, which is supported at multiple hierarchy levels. The interactions of actors can be executed
with different semantic variations, defined by models of computation (MoC). Ptolemy II offers numer-
ous MoCs that rigorously define the interaction between actors, e.g., process network, synchronous
reactive and synchronous dataflow. The implementation of a MoC is called director. Each level of hi-
erarchy in a model must have a single director that specifies the MoC. Directors of various hierarchy
levels may have different types. Still, the composition of such heterogeneous components adheres to
a rigorous semantics, which is a very powerful facility of Ptolemy II. Nevertheless, Ptolemy II offers
only experimental formal verification capabilities [Bae+12].

The UML-RT [Sel98] is an UML profile (evolved from the ROOM language [SGW94]) used by IBM
Rational Software Architect RealTime Edition (RSA RTE) and alternatively by Papyrus RT[HDB17].
It facilitates the modular development of software systems. The language supports synchronous and
asynchronous communication, hierarchy and also provides various action languages, such as Java
or C++. The basic building block of an UML-RT model is a capsule, whose behavior can be defined
using statecharts. Additionally, UML-RT models describe connections to other capsules with the help
of structure diagrams. A capsule can contain parts, which are instances of other capsules, thus, hi-
erarchical modeling is supported. Capsules and parts communicate through ports. Source code gen-
eration from UML-RT models is also supported [HDB17]. UML-RT models can be transformed to a
rigorous state machine formalism, called CFFSM [Zur14; ZD17], which can be formally analyzed by
their model checker based on CTL expressions. Nevertheless, this tool does not fully support mixed-
semantic composition of components. Test generation is also supported in [RD12]. UML-RT models
could be integrated with other models in the Gamma framework as UML-RT components and their
composition can be expressed using the statechart language of Gamma.

In [Ara+15] a model-based tool and research platform for safety-critical embedded systems is
introduced. AutoFOCUS 3 (AF) supports the design, development and validation of safety-critical em-
bedded systems in many development phases, including architecture design, implementation, hard-
ware/software integration, and safety argumentation based on formal models. The formal semantics
of the approach is based on the FOCUS method defined in [BS12]. AF (similarly to Gamma) employs a
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multi-level transformation chain to produce formal models from high level design models. Moreover,
it has amodeling language based on the statechart formalism and the tool provides editor support, too.
As opposed to AF, our approach promotes to use a common formal representation (GSL) and integrate
the models of the different design tools: models developed in the AF tool could also serve as input for
Gamma. Consequently, Gamma could serve as an integration tool for AF models. AF provides verifi-
cation mainly for synchronously (according to weak or strong causality) composed software models
[KA17] as it is integrated with well-known symbolic model checkers, such as NuSMV/nuXmv, which
provide efficient verification capabilities for synchronous systems. Contrarily, Gamma uses UPPAAL,
Theta and Spin for model checking, which feature different algorithms (explicit-state and symbolic)
and are specialized to systems with different characteristics and use-cases.

xtUML (eXecutable and Translatable UML) [SM88] is an UML-based modeling language with a
special focus on executable semantics. State machines with an expressive action language are used to
define component behavior. BridgePoint xtUML is an xtUML design tool that supports code genera-
tion through model compilers and also provides simulation capabilities. xtUML is widely used in the
industry; however, there is no formal verification support for xtUML models.

COMDES-II (COMponent-based design of software for Distributed Embedded Systems) [KSA07]
is a design tool for layered component models where synchronous and asynchronous behavior is
explicitly separated into different layers. State machines and function block models (FBD) are used to
define behavior while an actor-based architecture modeling language is used to represent the static
aspects. The COMDES-II approach facilitates the development of real-time embedded systems by
providing rigorous design and analysis methods. Verification of COMDES-II models [Ke+08] is based
on the UPPAAL model checker.

ProCom [Bur+08] is a component model for real-time embedded systems that employs a layered
component model comprising two distinct, but related layers. At the upper layer (called ProSys) the
system is modeled as a number of active and concurrent subsystems, communicating by message
passing. The lower layer (ProSave) addresses the internal design of a subsystem that can be imple-
mented by code. ProCom has a formal semantics [Vul+09; BC11] that focuses on reactive and real-time
aspects and supports the co-existence of black-box and fully implemented system components.

3.8 Summary and future work

This chapter introduced the Gamma Statechart Composition framework, a modeling framework for
the component-based design and forma verification of reactive systems. It presented the framework’s
statechart language (GSL) featuring semantic variation points to support capturing the behaviors
of different statechart variants (operational semantics). It also formally presented the composition
language of the framework (GCL) to support the description of synchronous behavior with the
synchronous-reactive and cascade, as well as asynchronous behavior with the asynchronous-reactive
and scheduled asynchronous-reactive compositionmodes.Model transformations giving denotational
semantics to the GSL and GCL languages, as well as supporting the formal verification of integrated
statechart models by mapping them into the inputs of integrated model checker back-ends were also
presented.

The chapter also featured a case study, which demonstrated that the expressiveness and usabil-
ity of the introduced modeling languages are adequate to capture the functional behavior of real-life
component-based reactive systems. In particular, the case study also showed how the functional mod-
els can be extended to refine the ideal characteristics of message passing considered in the composi-
tion language to analyze the functional behavior of protocols in real-life scenarios. The feasibility of
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the framework’s formal verification capabilities, considering different composition modes, was also
demonstrated.

The contributions of this chapter were the following:

Contribution group 1 I developed a modeling framework for the component-based design
and formal exhaustive verification of composite reactive systems, which consists of the following
contributions:

1. I developed a statechart language with formal semantics featuring semantic variation
points to support different internal execution modes of statecharts (i.e., statechart vari-
ants). Accordingly, the statechart language allows for the extension of the framework
with additional modeling front-ends [j1].

2. I developed a composition language with formal semantics that supports the hierarchical
mixed-semantics composition of heterogeneous statechart components according to var-
ious well-defined (formal) execution and interaction semantics: asynchronous-reactive,
scheduled asynchronous-reactive, synchronous-reactive, and cascade [e12][e13][j1].

3. I developed semantic-preserving automated model transformations that map the high-
level composite models into the input formalisms of model checker back-ends, namely,
timed automata, transition systems and process models. They support the exhaustive
formal verification of composite models, providing flexibility for time-dependent, data-
oriented or parallel behavior, as well as the automated back-annotation of the results to
the source composite models [j1][j4][c8].

4. I developed an extensible workflow (component integration and verification workflow)
that incorporates modeling front-ends, the statechart language, the composition lan-
guage and the model transformations and back-annotation facilities of the framework
to allow for the black box (but also customizable) application of formal verification
(model checking) on high-level integrated state-based models as a reusable functional-
ity [j1][j4][c6][c8].

The framework’s statechart language (Contribution 1.1) was discussed in Section 3.2, whereas the
composition language (Contribution 1.2) was presented in Section 3.3. The model transformations
that allow for the formal verification of integrated models (Contribution 1.3) were introduced in Sec-
tion 3.4. The component integration and verification workflow (Contribution 1.4) was presented in
Section 3.5.

Subject to future work, we aim to integrate additional model checkers to the framework, for in-
stance, nuXmv [BB14; Cav+14], to provide even greater flexibility for verifying models with different
characteristics. We also plan to support the custom definition of composition (execution and interac-
tion) modes for component integration to aid engineers in experimenting with different composition
semantics during system design. In addition, we are working on integrating SysML v2 [Gro20] to the
framework to aid industrial parties in the semantically sound composition and verification of system
models.
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